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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
AUGUST 10, 1999 
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, August 10, 1999, in the Roberts Room of 
Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the President. 
Regents Present: 
Larry D. Willard,President 
David A. Archuleta, Vice President" 
Mary A. Tang, Secretary/Treasurer 
Jason Bousliman 
Jack L. Fortner 
Judith C. Herrera 
Richard Toliver 
Also Present: 
Advisors to the Regents 
Eric Anaya, President, Associated Students ofUNM 
Brian Colon, President, Graduate and Professional Students Association 
Rick Maes, President, Staff Council 
Maria Raby-Mondragon, President, Alumni Association 
Members of the Administration, the Media and others 
Absent: 
Neeraj Magotra, President, Faculty Senate 
Ann Rhoades, President, UNM Foundation 
****** 
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1 :00 p.m. 
****** 
ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
Regent Archuleta moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
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PUBLIC INPUT 
Sandra Sandoval, Communications Workers of America, spoke in favor of the Security Guards 
Representation Petition. 
****** 
ApPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF JUNE 8 AND JUNE 22, 1999 BOARD MEETINGS AND JULY 
23-24,1999 REGENTS' RETREAT 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the June 8 and June 22, 1999 Board 
meetings and the July 23-24 Regents' retreat. Regent Tang seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
ADMINISTRA TIVE REpORT - WILLIAM C. GORDON, UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT 
Fall Enrollment 
• 
President Gordon reported that the sizeable freshmen classes enrolled over the past few years has finally 
begun to make an impact. Although freshmen classes had increased substantially, decreases, or merely a 
staying even, in total enrollment at UNM had occurred because of the very small sophomore, junior and 
senior classes. By all indications, that has finally turned around this year. New beginning freshmen are • 
up approximately 9% over last year; projections indicate a 9 to 10% increase when classes begin. 
Undergraduate transfers are up by about 2.5%. Taking into account people returning as freshman as well 
as new freshmen, the increase is 16.12%. An increase of almost 9% is reported for the sophomore class; 
the junior class is up 2.5%; the senior class is down by about 2.75%, an expected decrease, however, 
considering these are people who started 4 years ago when enrollment was very low. President Gordon 
said the picture is a very positive one. The overall head count on campus is up about 3.34 %. Another 
trend emerging is in student credit hours, currently up about 5.76%, indicating that either a substantially 
greater number of students are enrolling full-time or are taking a much heavier load of courses on average 
than has been seen in the past. 
Administration 
President Gordon announced that Ricardo Maestas had returned to UNM from the University of Michigan 
where he received his Ph.D. in educational administration. Dr. Maestas is now serving in an instructional 
capacity in the College of Education and also as Director of Undergraduate Studies. Peter White who was 
Executive Affairs Officer in the President's Office is now an Associate Provost responsible for overseeing 
the undergraduate programs on campus with an emphasis on retention programs. Nancy Uscher, former 
chair ofthe Music Department, spent the past year as an ACE administrative intern both at Brown 
University and UNM, and now serves as an Associate Provost while Richard Holder is on sabbatical this 
semester. 
Searches 
A search has been underway to fill the newly created position of Vice Provost of Extended University . 
This position will oversee and coordinate ali of the University's extended learning programs, including 
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Continuing Education and Internet instruction;'on the main and branch campuses as well as in other 
places throughout the state. The Provost's Office is expected'to announce the appointment to this 
position in the next few days. National searches are also underway for Provost/Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and for Vice President for Institutional Advancement. Candidate screening is expected 
to begin later his month or early September. 
Year 2000 Legislative Session 
The University is gearing up for the coming year's legislative session. The President's Office and the 
Office of the Vice President for Institutional Advancement are working together to arrange an extensive 
schedule of meetings with individual legislators. The Council of Presidents has already begun to discuss 
the higher education legislative agenda for the coming year. 
Downtown Revitalization Project 
The City of Albuquerque has undertaken a Downtown Revitalization Project, which UNM strongly 
supports. Judy Jones, Vice President for Institutional Advancement, is coordinating the University's 
efforts related to this project. 
UNM Foundation 
Duffy Swan, Director of Development, presented an update on the UNM Foundation. Mr. Swan said he 
would like the Board of Regents to see this report in the context of a strategic view that there is a mission, 
a vision, and a plan that looks ahead to year 2005. The current fiscal year is essentially the first step in an 
integrated plan leading in that direction. Highlights of Mr. Swan's report included: 
Foundation Mission: The University of New Mexico Foundation, through its leadership, is organized to 
solicit, accept and manage private contributions for the purpose of promoting the educational, research 
and service commitments of the University. . . 
Vision Statement: By 2005, the UNM Development Office and Foundation will be recognized as being 
among the most essential units in effecting the ongoing attainment of academic excellence, research and 
public benefit for UNM and its schools, colleges, cultural, athletic and business entities. 
Goal Statement: By 2005, the Development Office and Foundation will produce and sustain $50 million 
of private donations annually as one indicator of their combined impact on UNM's plans, strategies, 
academic, research, cultural, athletic and public benefit objectives. 
In addition to the foregoing, essential components of the 1999-2005 strategic plan include the Foundation 
Board and staff of the Development Office, annual giving, major gifts, planned gifts, foundations/grants, 
donor relations, gift clubs and societies, publications, budget, and key issues and assumptions. 
Mr. Swan also noted that funding sources and the New Mexico economy are such that the University is 
forced to look outside the state for additional support. Relying only on funding sources within New 
Mexico, will limit what the University hopes to accomplish with this plan because New Mexico does not 
have within its borders full and adequate resources to do everything it needs to do within the state. 
Therefore, the University needs to cultivate relationships and build networks with people and institutions 
outside the State of New Mexico. 
For FY 1998/99 the plan was to achieve $21.94 million worth of private funding. $25.29 million was 
raised. For FYI 99/2000 a goal of jus over $30 million has been established. 
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Mr. Swan brought the Regent's attention to the Foundation's monthly newsletter, All Aboard, designed to .~ 
keep the UNM Foundation Board members up to date on fund raising projects and special events. 
Lobo Energy, Inc. 
President Gordon introduced Jeff Easton, Executive Director of the recently created Lobo Energy, Inc. 
Regent President Willard welcomed Mr. Easton to the meeting. 
President Gordon concluded his administrative report. 
****** 
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS 
John Geissman, President-elect, Faculty Senate (for Neeraj Magotra) 
Mr. Geissman said the Senate Faculty looked forward to an enjoyable and rewarding new year. The first 
meeting of the Faculty Senate will be on August 24. An agenda item of considerable interest to faculty is 
Internet course development. The Faculty Senate Operations Committee has discussed this issue several 
times over the summer. 
Rick Maes, President Staff Council 
Mr. Maes introduced Lawrence Lovell, Staff Council President-elect. Mr. Maes said that Staff Council is 
aggressively moving on many issues of concern to staff and faculty. The University's child care system is 
one. Staff Council's information unit will examine this issue in the hopes of helping student retention, • 
especially that of graduate school students. Staff Council feels that by improving services across the 
board, it can help keep students at UNM. Staff Council is also looking at the rewards and recognition 
system with the idea of making it more palatable and farther reaching. Parking, salary and staff benefit 
issues will always be on Council's agenda, and it hopes to move forward with these and a number of other 
issues in term's of information and innovation. Staff Council pledges to work with Administration on the 
Big-I interchange rebuild, which is going to have a huge impact on the University. 
Brian Colon, President, GPSA 
GPSA has been working very closely with ASUNM. Mr. Colon s.aid he thought he and Eric Anaya, 
President of ASUNM, had set precedent and some very positive re'cords in their interaction with the 
programs which GPSA and ASUNM fund through student fees. To date, they have met with 13 of the 19 
programs and received a very positive reaction. GPSA continues to build strategy for addressing issues 
such as health care, child care, and research and project funding for graduate students. Mr. Colon 
extended an invitation to the Board and Administration to attend a reception on Wednesday, August 25, at 
4 p.m. in the GPSA Office. He noted that historically there has not been a great deal of interaction 
between the GPSA Office, the Regents, Administration, and representatives the different graduate units. 
This reception will kick off a new day of communication and cooperation. 
Eric Anaya, President, ASUNM 
Mr. Anaya said he had had an opportunity to make a vacation/work trip to Chicago this past weekend, 
which was sponsored by the Alumni Assocation with the purpose of looking into new and different ways 
of serving UNM better. ASUNM is also is working with GPSA, as previously mentioned, but its main • 
focus at the moment is on Welcome Back Days, the week of August 23. ASUNM hopes to start students 
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off on the right foot for the school year by making sure th~Y.g~!asense of welcome at the University . 
Mr. Anaya invited the Board of Regents to come to Welcome'Back Days. 
Maria Raby-Mondragon, President, Alumni Association 
Ms. Raby-Mondragon thanked the Regents and Administration for allowing the Alumni Association to 
attend the Board meetings and share in its activities. 
The Alumni Association will host its final New Student Orientation Picnic on August 19. Ms. Raby-
Mondragon commented that the picnics have been a wonderful opportunity for parents and their children 
to become oriented to the University in a new and different way. 
The Association will participate in Welcome Back Days, serving free hotdogs, chips and Pepsi to student, 
staff and faculty August 26 and 27. 
Homecoming planning is in full swing. This year's theme is "Viva Los Lobos," inspired by the football 
game opponent, UNLV. The full Homecoming schedule will be featured in the fall issue of Mirage 
scheduled to be in the mail September 7. 
The Alumni Lettermen's Association will hold its Athletic Hall of Honor on Thursday, September 9,at 
the Marriott. Mike Roberts will receive the Distinguished Service Award. Pepe Cabellero will be 
recognized as the UNM Male Athlete of the Year and Katie Kern as the Female Athlete of the Year. The 
Lettermen football tailgate season wiII open on September 11 with the Lobo vs. NMSU game. 
Chapter reorganization continues. Ms. Raby-Mondragon said she had had discussions with President 
Gordon and Judy Jones, Interim Vice President for Institutional Advancement, about expansion and 
taking the University beyond the boundaries of New Mexico. Chapters are gearing up for Green Chile 
Day, which has become an annual event for many. The La~ Vegas, NY, Chapter wiII open the season this 
year with their annual Picnic and Chile Roast on August 2 C .: 
George Friberg will again chair the Legislative Relations Committee. Plans and organization are 
underway for 1999-2000. 
Ms. Raby-Mondragon asked the Regents to mark Monday, Febmary 7, 2000, on their calendars for the 
Legislators Appreciation Reception in Santa Fe. 
****** 
COMMENTS FROM REGENTS 
Regent Bousliman congratulated UNM's student athletes on their 2.9 GPA. He said his was their highest 
GPA on record and reflects very favorably not only on UNM students but also on students in general 
across the country. Regent Bousliman also congratulated Danny TmjiIIo, Manager of Academic Affairs 
for Intercollegiate Athletics, and everyone associated with academic advisement for thegood Spring 
Semester. 
****** 
CONSENT AGENDA 
• Regent Archuleta moved to approve the Consent Agenda. Regent Tang seconded the motion. 
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
A. Surplus Property List Dated 07/22/99 
The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on the 
Surplus Property List dated 07/22/99. 
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A. 
B. Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
The Health Sciences Committee recommends approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences 
Center Medical Staff. 
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B. 
****** 
GpSA CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 
Changes are requested in the GPSA Constitution as follows (deletions are in strikeout characters; changes 
are underlined bold characters). 
Article VIII, Section C 
Budget Procedures. The Finance Committee shall draft a budget based on budget hearings held in 
the Spring at which time Council Representatives will present proposals for funding. The proposed 
budget must be approved by two-thirds of the Council Representatives present at a duly called 
Council meeting. The 9\:laget will theR ge pfeseRtea iR the SpfiRg EleetioR aRa mHst Be appfOyea 
by a majoFity of GPSA memBeFs Yotiflg. If a changed student fee is recommended by Council, 
this change will be presented to the student body for approval by a simple majority of GPSA 
members voting. If not appmved, the recommended fee will remain at current levels and the 
appropriate balanced budget must be adopted. 
Brian Colon, GPSA President, said this was a straightforward amendment to the GPSA constitution that 
changes the historical procedure of presenting the entire budget of GPSA on a line item basis to the 
student voters. Council had formulated this change as a positive step toward efficiency, and students 
passed it during the spring election at a rate of approximately 80% in favor. Mr. Colon said the students 
support their representative government in which each department is represented on Council. Mr. Colon 
also explained that the budget proposal is available to students both on line and in the GPSA newsletter 
and will also be available at the polls for anyone to see. The matter of any changes in student fees is a 
separate issue and will always be put to the students. Ther~fore, the procedures for that are not changed. 
Regent Mary Tang said she could not see why there was any real need for these amendments. Mr. Colon 
said it was the Council's decision and the students chose to adopt it. 
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Regent Bousliman moved to adopt the GPSA ConstitutionlllaI?1endments. Regent Archuleta seconded 
the motion. ..-,., .'.J" ~:. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members voted 6 to I for the motion. Regent Tang opposed. 
Motion carried. 
,i ,--j .,/ 'j 
****** 
SECURITY GUARDS REPRESENTATION PETITION 
Julie Weaks, Interim Vice President for Business and Finance, explained that the University's security 
guards have petitioned to join the Communication Workers of America (CWA) union. Administration 
and the Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee have recommended that the petition go forward and 
that Rita Siegel be appointed to serve as an impartial umpire to conduct the election. 
Regent Fortner moved to accept the petition. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
RECOGNITION PETITION FOR POLICE SERGEANTS 
Vice President Weaks recalled that at the May 14, 1999 Board meeting, the Regents determined that 
police sergeants could be part of the bargaining unit. Accordingly, the police sergeants have submitted 
their request to join the Police Officers Union. Administration and the Regents' Finance and Facilities 
Committee have recommended that the petition go forward an~ that Rita Siegel be appointed to serve as 
an impartial umpire to conduct the election. 
Regent Fortner moved to accept the petition. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members voted 6 to 1 to accept. Regent Tang opposed. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
SKY-SKAN DOME PROJECTION SYSTEM CONTRACT 
Vice President Weaks explained that this contract relates to purchases pertaining to the Lodestar Project, 
which has a number of components, including the Enchanted Skies Project that will be located near 
Grants. The contract before the Regents today is for a Sky-Skan full-dome projection system to be 
installed in the Lodestar component under construction at the Museum of Natural History. 
Regent Tang asked for a breakdown of the. contract. Vice President Weaks said that Sky-Skan was an 
integrated projection system, the cost being for the equipment with installation. 
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Regent Bousliman moved for approval of the Sky-Skan Dome Project System contract. Regent Archuleta • 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
DETAILED 1999-2000 OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET FOR THE UNIVERSITY 
Vice President Weaks presented an overview of the University of New Mexico's Operating and Capital 
Budget for 1999-2000. The total FY 1999-2000 budget is $1.1 billion and represents a 9.4% increase 
over FY 1998-1999. 
Before presenting the budget, Vice President Weaks noted that because of the late legislative session, a 
number of people had had to work long and late to get the budget assembled and submitted on time. She 
said she was complimented by the Commission on Higher Education on the accuracy ofUNM's 
documents and she, in tum, wished to recognize and thank Margaret Lee, Acting Budget Director, Linda 
Easley, Health Sciences Budget Director, and Nancy Brandt, University Hospital Controller and their 
staffs for all their efforts. . 
The Consolidated UNM Budget includes the Main Campus and Plant Funds, Health Sciences and 
Hospital, the Gallup, Los Alamos, and Valencia Branch Campuses, and the Taos Education Center. 
Highlights of the 1999-00 Operating Budget Plan are: 
• State appropriation increase of 5.2% compared to a 7.3% increase for FY 1999. 
e The following changes in tuition and fees for Main Campus and Health Sciences: an increase of 8.4% 
for undergraduate, graduate and Pharm-D and an increase of 10.0% for Law and Medicine. 
«I Instruction and General expenditure changes (increases): Main Campus, 12.5%; Health Sciences, 
4.3%; UNM-Gallup, 1.7%; UNM-Los Alamos, 7.0%; UNM-Valencia, 8.7%; Taos Education Center, 
27.8%. 
o Compensation increase for faculty and staff of 4.5%. 
• The 1999-00 budget totals $1.1 billion. Sources of the consolidated revenues are: State appropriation, 
20.8%; grants and contracts, 17.3%; tuition and fees, 5.8%; use of balances, 3.8%; other (the largest 
categories are medical practice plan revenue and land and permanent fund revenue); private gifts and 
donations, grants, 9.2%; sales and services, 25.4%; institutional bonds, 4.3%; local appropriations 
(mill levy appropriations), 3.5%; State capital appropriations, 1.9%. 
8 Consolidated expenses are: Main Campus, 40.1 %; Plant Funds, 10.7%; Branches, 2.3%; Hospital, 
21.2%; and Health Sciences, 25.7%. 
• 
o The total Main Campus operating budget saw a 5.5% increase; an appropriation increase of 4.5%; and 
a Formula I & G increase of 5.5%. The Health Sciences total operating budget, including University 
Hospital, increased by 7.0% with University Hospital increasing by 5.7% and Health Sciences Center 
by 8.1%. Health Sciences had an appropriation increase of7.2%. • 
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Branch Campuses tbt~lop~ratiri~ budget i~creases wer~': 'b~llup, 2.0%; Los Alamos, 5.6%; Valencia, 
11.0%, and Taos, 38.3%. 1& G appropriation increases were: Los Alamos, 6.4%; Valencia, 3.5%; 
Taos, 43.0%. The Gallup Branch showed an I 8i G appropriation decrease of 1.1 %. 
tit Capital expenditures in the 1999-00 budget total $114.0 million. Major expenditures for projects 
such as the Student Union Building remodel and residence hall construction account for 69.1 %; debt 
service for 14.14%; minor restricted equipment or projects for 2.7%; minor unrestricted equipment or 
facilities for 10.9%; renewal and replacement for 3.2%. Capital revenue sources are: State and UNM 
bonds, 58.0%; use of balances, 13.9%; Student fees, 2.8%; Grants and contracts, 0.9%; Private, 1.9%; 
Other, 7.4%; and Transfers, 15.1%. 
Regent Toliver said he would like to focus on the summary of legislative appropriations in the operating 
and capital budget plan to try to clear up something that might not be apparent but is germane to the 
concern for retention and student services and which is not consistent with policies that have been set. He 
asked what latitude the University has in this area. 
Vice President Weaks explained that basically the area where the University has the highest degree of 
latitude is in Instruction and General. The I&G appropriation is generated on the Main Campus by the 
I&G formula, and those funds must be budgeted for I&G purposes. Instruction is basically the academic 
departments and the general categories are the support for that, and the University has the latitude to 
budget that I&G money within those I&G categories, basically as it sees fit. The formula is a generator of 
revenue that University Administration and the Regents allocate. In terms of the other projects, the 
University is required to spend these appropriations on the projects for which they are appropriated, 
though there is some latitude as to what constitutes certain projects. There is certainly some 
intermingling of these projects. For example, the Minority Engineering Project is very heavily an I&G 
project. It supports a specific activity, but an activity that is a component of the I&G budget, so there is 
some melding or meshing of that project with I&G. Otllers items with 1& G components include the 
Hispanic Students' Services Center, and the Native American Intervention. Some, however, are very 
distinct: the Judicial Selection appropriation comes with statutory language that specifies exactly what 
that will be used for. So, there is more latitude with some of the appropriations than with others. 
Regent Toliver said he noticed something on the list, a small element, but one he wanted to tie into the 
notion of student retention, student service, and what the University does to accommodate students who 
generally feel they have been left out. He said he saw the Hispanic Student Center, the Minority Graduate 
Recruitment, Native American Studies Intervention, Southwest Indian Law Clinic, and so on. What was 
missing was any specific delineation for African-American students. Vice President Weaks mentioned 
the Morrisey Hall appropriation as related to African-American studies. Regent Toliver said it is not 
comparable to a Hispanic Student Center or a Native American Center. Vice President Weaks agreed, but 
noted that the projects Regent Toliver singled out were not projects that were necessarily prioritized and 
requested by the University. They were funded by the legislature because the legislature felt it wanted to 
focus on these specific areas. 
Regent Toliver stated that he wanted the minutes to reflect his concern again this year. This is the second 
year he has raised the question. He said he did not see that the University was going to accommodate its 
African-American students in the same manner of concern when it comes to the centers as they focus on 
the retention. The University needs to figure out a way to approach the legislature to make sure it 
recognizes there is a certain contingent of students at UNM who are not being given the same kind of 
attention. Regent Toliver said he wanted to be very clear on this. Although someone may have raised the 
question to him that this is a sacred cow and that caution is in order, he said he wanted to address the 
question very candidly and voice his concern. The issue of finding a way to ensure that all the centers are 
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getting a fair shake insofar as funding and accommodation goes has not been resolved to his satisfaction. • 
Therefore, he waI)ted to raise that as an issue again, and again as a concern. Regent Toliver said he hoped 
that when the University went forward to the legislature next year, it would have found a way to raise that 
concern with the legislature. 
Regent Archuleta moved approval of the 1999-2000 Operating and Capital Budget. Regent Bousliman 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
PROPOSED 1999 BOND SALE - AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED 
Vice President Weaks introduced Chris Rohmer and John Archuleta from George K. Baum & Company, 
the underwriters for the University of New Mexico, and explained that by statute in New Mexico, Boards 
of Regents of higher education institutions have the authority to issue bonds. Once the Regents have 
granted such authorization, the University will proceed with its request to the Commission on Higher 
Education and to the Board of Finance. The results of the bond sale will be reported to the Board of 
Regents. 
Proposed projects to be included in this bond sale are a child care center, parking improvements, 
TelecomlEMIS, Bookstore- software, sign for Central Avenue, student residence halls, University Press 
warehouse, Lobo Energy projects, University Boulevard land, and the Student Union Building. This list • 
is not, however, restrictive. Should the University decide not to pursue anyone of these projects at the 
moment or decide that another project takes higher priority, the bond covenants are written in such a way 
that when the bonds are issued, the funds can be redirected 
In answer to Regent Bousliman's questioning of the Bookstore sign, Vice President Weaks said that the 
sign is not a Bookstore sign as such, but a general, information-programmable University of New Mexico 
sign. Regent Tang asked about the capacity of the child care center, and Vice President Weaks explained 
that the center would not provide for any more children than being cared for in the present child care 
center. The bond sale funds are not directed toward expansion of the center, but will be used to replace 
the present facility center, which is no longer appropriate for child care. 
Regent Archuleta moved to authorize the proposed 1999 Bond sale. Regent Bousliman seconded the 
motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
******* 
REQUESTS TO NAME OR RENAME CAMPUS FACILITIES 
til Request to name the expansion building at the School of Law for Professor Emeritus Frederick M. 
Hart. 
Law School Dean Robert Desiderio paid tribute to Professor Hart as the person who made the Law 
School what it is. Professor Hart has been a member of the faculty for 32 years and Dean from 1971 to 
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1979 and again in 1985 to 1986. The UNM Law School is k!1own nationally for its commitment to access 
by all peoples, especially New Mexicans, and for its Clinical Law, Indian Law, and Natural Resources 
programs-all initiated by Professor Hart. The faculty. voted by unanimous consent and decision that the 
new expansion building of the Law School be harned in honor of Professor Emeritus Frederick M. Hart. 
" 
Regent Archuleta moved to approve naming the expansion building at the School of Law for Professor 
Emeritus Frederick M. Hart. Regent Bousliman seconded the motion. 
Regent Fortner, a UNM Law School alumnus, commented that Professor- Hart had had a life-changing 
impact on him and that he was glad that the Regents and the Law School were taking the initiative to 
bring this about. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
• Request to rename the International Transboundary Resources Center ·to the Urton Transboundary 
Resources Center. 
Regent Archuleta moved to approve the renaming of the International Transboundary Resources Center. 
Regent Bousliman seconded the motion. 
Dean Desiderio said that Professor Urton, who was internationally renowned in the area of water law, 
joined the UNM faculty in 1962. He founded the iransboundary Resources Center. When he died last 
year, his colleagues around the world requested that the Center be renamed after him . 
Mrs. Miriam Urton, widow of Professor Urton, spoke briefly and on behalf of her family thanked the Law 
School and the Regents for so honoring her late husband. 
Regent Archuleta said he had studied under both Professor Hart and Professor Urton. They were not only 
tremendous professors but also individuals who always cared about their students. He said he could not 
think of a berter way to honor them. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
• Request to name Education Office Building Room 124 "The Terry Brinitz Conference Room." 
Dean Viola Florez of the College of Education said that Terry Bruntz, who died three years ago in her 
eighteenth year as an employee of the College of Education, was highly respected and admired by her 
colleagues. A resolution to name Education Office Building Room 124 for Terry Bruntz was discussed 
and passed by the College of Education Staff Council, the COE Administrative Council, and the COE 
faculty. 
Regent Archuletea moved to approve the naming of College of Education Building Room 124 "The Terry 
Bruntz Conference Room." Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved . 
Motion carried. . 
OaOOG7 
****** 
RENEWAL OF LEASE AT 1650 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD, NE 
UNM Hospital administrator Amy Boule requested the Board's approval of a ten-year lease of space at 
1650 University Boulevard NE. The lease includes space occupied by and in collaboration with 
University Physician's Associates for the entire recommended term. The 10-year lease total is 
$6,159,478 at current space. 
Ms. Boule explained that UNM Hospital has an ongoing and increasing need for office space. At present, 
the HospitallUPA occupy about a third of 1650 University Boulvard and would like, within the next few 
months, to occupy up to half of the building. The current owner is reluctant to allocate any additional 
space to the HospitallUP A, feeling that with the usual shorter-term leases of three or three plus one years, 
he is not protected well enough. Thus, he would prefer a longer-term lease. UNM Hospital feels its has a 
fair-market price with some built-in fair increases. The location is good with the right of first refusal to 
get additional space, as it becomes available. 
• 
Other options have been investigated for making more office space available for UNM Hospital. These 
include building a facility, which is m.ore expensive, and buying the Lockheed-Martin Building, which is 
at a favorable price, but without enough of the building available at present to meet the Hospital's office 
space needs. However, the Hospital feels that its business is in clinical facilities and not in office-based 
facilities. Its energies, if any new construction or renovations are being done, should be clinical-based. 
For that reason, approval is requested to enter into this long-term agreement, with the understanding that 
it is in collaboration with the University Physicians Associates. UPA will probably occupy about 40% of 
the space and Hospital functions about 60% of the current space. The Hospital has some immediate needs • 
for additional office space but that cannot be resolved until a sense of tenure in the building is established. 
Regent Willard asked about the growth at the Hospital that necessitated the additional office space. Ms. 
Boule said it was growth in clinical activities. The Hospital is not prepared to create new space yet, but if 
it can move clerical functions out of the clinical facilities and gain that clinical space for a relatively 
cheap price, it is a good interim step. Regent Willard also commented that long-term leases disturbed him 
in the sense that at the end of the lease it may be seen that nothing has changed. On the other hand, such a 
term may provide flexibility. Ms. Boule agreed, noting that in the near future leases at other locations are 
due to expire and the Hospital would like to bring those operations closer to home. 
Regent Tang voiced her concern about the large cost of this lease and asked about building a facility. 
Ms. Boule said that the hospital's focus in planning is on clinical activities, less on an office building, and 
that it hopes to embark on a major capital expenditure for a new, large clinical facility. Even if the 
Hospital were to build an office building, and decided to terminate the 1650 University Blvd. lease or 
invoke an appropriations clause, it would be for a maximum of three years unless the owner could lease 
the space, in which case the University would not be liable. The planning and construction time frame for 
a building is such that the University would not necessarily be placed in a negative position. The point is 
moot, however, since the owner of 1650 University Boulevard is not willing to renew for three years. 
Regent Fortner moved to approve renewal of the lease at 1650 University Boulevard, NE. Regent Herrera 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
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Motion carried . 
****** 
OCCUPANCY LEASE FOR 700 LOMAS BOULEVARD NE 
Real Estate Director Kim Murphy explained that this item was for approval of a lease at 700 Lomas 
Boulevard NE for the Development Office. It is a lease renewal, extending the term to five years for 
9,419 sq ft. at the current market rate of$14.50 per square foot. Pursuant to Regents' Policy, approval of 
the Board of Regents is required because the annual expenditure exceeds $100,000. 
Regent Bousliman moved for approval of the occupancy lease for 700 Lomas Boulevard NE. Regent 
Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
PURCHASE OF 1921 LAS LOMAS BOULEVARD, NE 
Board of Regents' approval is requested for purchase of the residence located at 1921 Las Lomas. It is 
the single remaining private residence on Las Lomas opposite the Anderson Schools of Management. 
The purchase price is $135,500, and the offer has been accepted. The funding source will be Plant Funds . 
Regent Toliver moved to approve the purchase of 1921 Las Lomas Boulevard, NE. Regent Archuleta 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
SALE OF UNM BUSINESS PARK LAND TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE 
Kim Murphy requested the Board of Regents approve the purchase agreement to sell two parcels of real 
estate to the City of Albuquerque: (1) 55 acres of vacant land, call~d the Business Park, near the airport, 
and (2) within that property, a 5-acre tract that is ground-leased to Southwest Airlines. Total purchase 
price is $5,042.650. 
Mr. Murphy explained that last year the possibility of developing this land in a joint venture with Build 
New Mexico.was discussed. At that time the value of the land was set at somewhat less than the purchase 
price, anticipating that UNM would share in the proceeds of finished lot sales. At about the time UNM 
was working on a formal letter of intent with Build New Mexico, the City of Albuquerque approached 
UNM and requested an opportunity to purchase the entire property at what UNM had listed the property 
for, about $4.2 million, or about $1.75 per sq. ft. The Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee 
recommended proceeding with selling UNM's interest in the vacant land as it is and the Southwest 
Airlines' ground lease. The ground lease is valued at $850,000, and the raw land at $4,192,650 . 
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The proceeds of such sales are typically put in the Regents' Endowment Fund. However, Mr. Murphy • 
said that in consultation with Vice President Weaks, it was decided to request from the Board a few 
months grace to formulate and bring back to the Board a plan for use of the proceeds from this sale. Over 
the past several years, the University has disposed of several properties that have generated about 
$500,000 annually, which has gone into the discretionary capital fund. The proposed plan would indicate 
how the University might be able to replace that money as well as address other needs it has. Regent 
Willard requested that the proposed_plan show what the income stream was and what it would take to 
replace it so that the Board would not be just be looking at a recommendation. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the sale ofUNM Business Park to the City of Albuquerque. 
Regent Herrera seconded the motion. . 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
LEASE FOR ZUNI EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
Board of Regents' approval is requested for a ground lease of 6.8 acres owned by and at Zuni Pueblo for 
construction of an educational center. The center will be operated by UNM-Gallup. The ground lease 
term is 65 years with an option to extend for 15 years. The rental obligation to the University of New 
Mexico is $1 per year. The center will provide educational opportunities for the residents of Zuni Pueblo 
and those affiliated with the Pueblo. 
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the lease for the Zuni Educational Center. Regent Archuleta 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
ZUNI EDUCATIONAL CENTER, GALLUP CAMPUS 
Director of Facility Planning Roger Lujan presented for the Board of Regents' approval the Zuni 
Educational Center - Gallup Campus at Zuni, NM Project. For the past eight years, UNM-Gallup has 
been a presence in Zuni and has operated out of space rented and borrowed from the Zuni School District. 
The proposed project will construct and equip 26,536 sq ft of vocational shops, teaching laboratories, 
classrooms, offices, study and support space on a 6.8 acre site immediately adjacent to Zuni High School. 
It is scheduled to be completed by fa112000. The project budget is $3,130,000 funded from 1998 Gallup-
McKinley County General Obligation Bond Proceeds. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Zuni Educational Center. Regent Toliver seconded the 
motion. 
Regent Tang said she was pleased to see this project, because there is a need for technical and vocational 
• 
programs. Nonetheless, she reiterated her conviction that such programs should not be under university • 
auspices. In this particular connection, however, Vice President Weaks explained that the mission of the 
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Gallup Branch Campus has a vocational school component. Thus UNM-Gallup serves as both a 
community college and an area vocational school. While each branch campus must have one mill 
assessed to qualify as a branch campus, UNM-Gallup alone has a two mill assessment, a component of 
which is related to the vocational school aspect. 
Voice vote was taken and Board ~empers unanimously approved . 
. , 
Motion carried. 
****** 
SMALL-ENGINE REPAIR SHOP 
Mr. Lujan explained that the Commission on Higher Education requires that Regents' approval must be 
sought for any project, no matter how small, that adds square footage to the physical plant of the campus. 
The Physical Plant Department is located near the corner of University and Lomas Boulevards and the 
Small-Engine Repair Shop project proposes to build a 3,520 sq. ft. facility in the Department's 
maintenance yard north of Lomas and east of University Blvd. The shop will replace an outdated facility 
and will be used for the repair of equipment and the secure storage of chemicals and materials for use by 
maintenance and grounds crews. The project budget of $130,000 is from plant funds of the Physical Plan 
Department. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Small-Engine Repair Shop. Regent Herrera seconded the 
motion . 
A brief discussion was initiated by Regents Tang and Willard about the appropriateness of the location for 
this facility. Regent Willard concluded by commenting that the entire University-Lomas Boulevards 
parcel should be re-evaluated in terms of the market and how it could be best utilized. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
New Residence Center 
A new student residence center is proposed for a 2.l-acre site on Girard Boulevard near Central Avenue 
currently occupied by tennis courts. The center would consist of a mixture of studio, two and four-
bedroom apartment-style units, two and three stories in height, adding 400 new beds to the inventory of 
on-campus housing. Also included are a 2,300-sq. ft. commons building or laundry, offices and meeting 
space. Site improvements would consist of landscaping, paving and surface parking for 200 cars. 
Ground breaking is planned for spring of 2000 with occupancy in summer of 200 1. The project budget is 
$12.65 million to be funded by 1999 UNM General Obligation Bond proceeds. 
Mr. Lujan introduced Maureen Walters, a principal in BPLW Architects and member ofthe design team, 
who briefed the Regents on the project design. Ms. Walters pointed out, among other features, that units 
are organized around a central corridor open to the air for ventilation and light, with stairs going up to the 
second and third levels. All the buildings are linked by bridges, which make it possible for only one or 
two elevators to serve the entire complex, making every apartment accessible to the disabled . 
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Regent Toliver noted that the distances from the elevators were considerable for someone in a wheelchair, 
and asked ifin the general interest of facilitating all students' residence life, there was any reason why • 
another elevator could not be considered in a facility of this size. Mr. Lujan said each elevator costs 
about $85,000, so one seemed to be the minimum, two better, and three would give that much more 
coverage. However, as it is, every level of the building was accessible and the two extremities ofthe 
building were chosen for elevators in order to get as much coverage as possible. Regent Willard said that 
h~ agreed with Regent Toliver and that a center elevator should be considered. 
A brief discussion ensued concerning the location of the project, the tennis courts it would replace, and 
the reservoir beneath the tennis courts. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval ofthe new residence center. Regent Bousliman seconded the 
motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
WOMEN'S ULTRASOUNDIPHARMACY RELOCATION 
Amy Boule of the UNM Hospital explained that University Hospital had a problem with a 45-year old 
infrastructure. The pipes under the kitchen immediately over the Inpatient Pharmacy are practically 
collapsed. Four major floods have occurred over the last eight months, including one sewer flood that 
required shutting down the Pharmacy, discarding of all the IV's, decontaminating the room, • 
recertification or replacement of the biological hoods, and remaking of all IV's. This caused delay in 
patient care and demoralization of staff and prompted a visit from the State Board of Pharmacy, which 
requested that operations be shut down immediately. The IV room" was shut down for four days and some 
of the worst pipes replaced. However, to eliminate the problem, all the plumbing in the ceiling would 
have to be replaced. In order to do that, the Pharmacy activities would need to be vacated or shut down. 
Shutting the activities down is not an option. Therefore, options for a permanent relocation were 
investigated, and the area of 4N was identified as an eligible relocation site. Using the site for pharmacy 
services will require relocation of Women's Ultrasound, Care Management Services and Quality 
Management Services. However, all areas can be relocated and renovations staged to accomplish more 
appropriate settings for all affected departments. 
The project estimate is $988,000. Approval is requested to move forward with planning with an RFP for 
architectural services, which will be brought back to the Regents for approval. Completion ofthe project 
could be about 13 months. Because this is not a revenue-generated issue and because this renovation 
must be completed, Hospital Administration has looked at its {?roposed medium and minor renovation 
projects with a view to what could be deferred until future years, and this project would be funded in total 
out of Hospital operations. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of planning for the Women's UJtrasoundlPharmacy Relocation. 
Regent Tang seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
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The Board of Regents approved project planning for the Women' slNewborn Intensive Care upgrade at 
University Hospital in 1998. Planning is now cqITlP~eted. The original project estimate was $2.5 million, 
but the Service League has indicated it wohld like'toiprovide the furnishing and equipment, so the total 
construction cost is now estimated at $1.6 million. Board of Regents' approval is requested to go forward 
with construction documents and bid for this project. 
Regent Tang moved for approval of the Women'slNewborn Intensive Care Upgrade. Regent Archuleta 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
TEACHER CIERTIFICA TION PROGRAM . 
Presented for Regents' information only. No action required. At Regent Toliver's invitation, Dean Viola 
Florez and Professor Peter Winograd of the UNM College of Education made a presentation on New 
Mexico's need for high-quality teachers and UNM's Teacher Certification Program. The presentation 
was based in part on the background report prepared by The Center for Teacher Education at the 
University of New Mexico for the Twenty-Second New Mexico First Town Hall held in Taos June 3-6, 
1999. The main points of the report were as follows. 
• The Complex Issues of Teacher Supply and Demand 
• The US may need to hire approximately 2,000,000 new teachers in the next ten years. 
• Rising enrollments, retirements, attrition, poor working conditions and education reforms cause 
the shortages. 
• The real problem is more a matter of distribution rather than absolute numbers. 
• Shortages occur more often in certain teaching fields and in poor schools. 
• Not just teachers - the critical need for high-quality administrators, counselors, and other 
educators. 
• Student Achievement, Teacher Quality, Educational Excellence and Equity 
o All students can do better, particularly poor students and minority students. 
• The least prepared teachers often each poor and minority students. 
• Teachers in poor schools often lack the instructional materials they need. 
• Poor and minority students are less likely to be enrolled in rigorous courses. 
• Teacher Supply and Demand in New Mexico 
• Seventy-two percent of New Mexico's teachers are Anglo; 63% of New Mexico students are not. 
o New Mexico's teaching salaries are among the lowest in the nation . 
• A high proportion of new teachers leaves the profession in the first few years. 
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• New Mexico prepares about 1,100 new teachers a year. 
• UNM prepares about 400 new teachers a year. 
• New Mexico and UNM provide both traditional and alternative pathways to teaching. 
e New Mexico imports about 400-500 teachers a year. 
• New Mexico will need about 1850 new teachers a year for the next ten years. 
• New Mexico faces a shortage of about 400-500 new teachers a year. 
e New Mexico's major shortages are in special education, bilingual education, TESOL, and 
mathematics. 
• What UNM is Doing to Address the Issues 
• UNM is strengthening its role as a policy and research resource for the state and the nation. 
• UNM is strengthening its programs for teachers, administrators, counselors and other school 
personnel. 
The report was concluded with the request that the Board of Regents continue to advocate for education 
reform New Mexico; strengthen UNM's role as a resource for New Mexico; build coalitions, especially 
K-16 partnerships; support the College of Education; and be a critical friend. 
Regent Toliver added his voice of support to the College of Education, noting that the University is in a 
timely poise to make two significant contributions to the issue of educational reform. First, the 
University can help through research to create a model of coordination for bringing multiple links within 
the state and region together to pursue educational reform. That has not yet been established through 
ABEC or other agencies. Although there is interaction, no model for a coordination corporation has been 
• 
established. The second challenge is to build or create public awareness of the need for educational • 
reform that will take the movement into the next millennium. UNM is in a significant position to make 
that happen. Finally, resources will be needed, and the University will have to look and see how its 
resources in this area can be enhanced. 
****** 
Regent Tang moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into closed session. Regent Archuleta seconded 
the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
****** 
Open meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m. 
****** 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met ill executive session regarding 
pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 10-15-1 H.(7) NMSA 1978, and limited personnel 
matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1 H(2) NMSA 1978. The executive session was noticed. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
TO: UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
FROM: REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE 
SUBJECT: SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSITION LIST DATED 7/22/99 
RELATIVE TO REGENTS' POLICY NUMBER: 7.9 
Business and Finance Matters: 
Property Management 
For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on August 10, 1999 
REQUESTED ACTION' 
Recommend to the Board of Regents approval to dispose of property as listed on the Surplus 
Property Disposition List dated 7/22/99 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
Please see the enclosed listing. 
APPROVED BY THE FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE: August 2,1999. 
William C. Gordon 
• President 
• 
UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
DESCRIPTION 
AMPLIFIER 
AMPLIFIER 
POWER SUPPLY 
40729 
43392 
73419 
82837 
83096 
85538 
85591 
89040 
89502 
89821 
91276 
97817 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES FREEZE-DRYING APPAR 
GALLUP BRANCH 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
LAW SCHOOL 
MV TRK 1 TON OR UNDR 
ANALYZER PULSE HGT 
REGULATOR VOLTAGE 
WATER BATH 
POWER SUPPLY 
SEPARATOR 
CAMERA 
TYPEWRITER 
EDITING SYSTEM 
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM 
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM 
GURNEY 
MFG/MAKE 
BROWER 
ENDEVCO 
FLUKE 
VIRTIS 
FORD 
NSC 
GEN RADIO 
LAB LINE 
GATES 
STD REGIS 
VARITRON 
IBM 
PANASONIC 
SINGER 
SINGER 
UNKNOWN 
• SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MODEL 
Ml30 
N/A 
301C 
10-147MR-BA 
N/A 
NS601 
N/A 
3564 
N/A 
1800 
N/A 
N/A 
NV3130 
N/A 
N/A 
101707 
105028 
105066 
107762 
114376 
117930 
124116 
125110 
125111 
127106 
127155 
137247 
13 7 340 
137843 
141717 
144577 
146136 
146216 
14 62 9 8 
149328 
149585 
149828 
150797 
150799 
150810 
152085 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
SOM-PATHOLOGY 
ANALYZER CONFIG MULT CHNL TRACOR 
HVY DUTY 
NS636 
RC-5 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
ART & ART HISTORY 
ART & ART HISTORY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
BIOLOGY 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
BIOLOGY 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
KNME-TV 
KNME-TV 
KNME-TV 
SOM-MEDlCAL INVESTIGATOR 
CENTRIFUGE ELECT 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
KILN CERAMIC 
KILN CERAMIC 
ANALYZER GAS 
METER P H 
INTEGRATOR 
CHECK SIGNING MACH 
SINE PLATE/GRINDING 
MV TRAILER 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
VCR 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
TYPEWRITER 
DIGITIZER 
PYROMETER 
TYPEWRITER 
TELEVISION TOWER 
TELEVISION TOWER 
ANTENNA 
TYPEWRITER 
SORVALL 
AMERICAN INSTRUMENTS 
ALPINE 
ALPINE 
APPLIED ELECTRONICS 
ACCUMET 
AMERICAN INSTRUMENTS 
MARTIN YALE 
ENDEAN 
LAYTON 
IBM 
SONY 
TELEVIDEO 
IBM 
APPLE 
OMEGA 
IBM 
ROHN 
ROHN 
VARIOUS 
IBM 
DW 2A 
HF 30 
HFF 30 
S3A 
425 
NONE 
927JB 
SM-300 
1850GANDI 
N/A 
N/A 
912C 
N/A 
N/A 
OM20005 
N/A 
55 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
SERIAL # 
N/A 
M2710A 
261 
1950 
37YAR01131 
133 
3248 
248 
MGR48-10 
018911 
936 
2503154 
A5HA21072 
09784A 
072713 
N/A 
575146 
7700414 
MDW-2A 
470 
469 
3397-22476 
231 
1041 
6159 
9325 
75360919M 
13072 
15828 
21065217 
6520863 
10606-130 
3631 
6869565 
NOLON WOOT 
NOLON WOOT 
N WOOTON 
261104454 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
66 
66 
71 
73 
73 
73 
73 
73 
73 
73 
73 
74 
75 
76 
76 
87 
76 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
79 
81 
79 
80 
81 
81 
81 
81 
82 
82 
82 
82 
83 
83 
83 
75 
1,815.00 
1,171.00 
995.00 
4,081.00 
5,453.00 
4,995.00 
530.00 
551.00 
555.00 
1,840.00 
530.00 
600.00 
1,766.00 
575.00 
575.00 
1,500.00 
11,331. 00 
4,625.00 
23,600.00 
6,385.00 
6,385.00 
4,406.00 
797.00 
9,100.00 
614.00 
818.00 
4,495.00 
3,050.00 
1,231.00 
648.00 
703.00 
850.00 
1,808.00 
830.00 
7,158.00 
5,102.00 
858.00 
600.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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153943 
154123 
156901 
157433 
158359 
160028 
160263 
161898 
161900 
161901 
161902 
162265 
162672 
163495 
163530 
163531 
163587 
163981 
164305 
164806 
164812 
164828 
164831 
164832 
164835 
164836 
166100 
166141 
166144 
166148 
16614 9 
166151 
166156 
166157 
166163 
166164 
166610 
167093 
167106 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
LAW SCHOOL 
BIOLOGY 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
COMPUTER MODEM 
GAMMA WELL COUNTER 
TYPEWRITER 
LAMINAR FLOW UNIT 
PROJECTOR SLIDE 
SOM-CANCER RESEARCH/TREAT MICROTOME 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
MONITOR GRAPHICS 
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM 
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM 
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM 
PROJECTOR FILM 16MM 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI RADIO FM TWO WAY 
PSYCHOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROJECTOR OPAQUE 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY MIXER AUDIO 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROJECTION UNIT 
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH COMPUTER CONTROLLER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SHARPENER DRILL 
PSYCHOLOGY STIMULATOR PHOTO 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER TYPEWRITER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BED 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BED 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BED 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BED 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BED 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER BED 
VALENCIA BRANCH OSCILLOSCOPE 
VALENCIA BRANCH ANALYZER LOGIC 
VALENCIA BRANCH ANALYZER LOGIC 
VALENCIA BRANCH ANALYZER LOGIC 
VALENCIA BRANCH ANALYZER LOGIC 
VALENCIA BRANCH ANALYZER LOGIC 
VALENCIA BRANCH CURVE TRACER 
VALENCIA BRANCH OSCILLOSCOPE 
VALENCIA BRANCH MULTIMETER 
VALENCIA BRANCH MULTlMETER 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DESK 
VENDING SERVICES VENDING MACH SOFT DRINK 
SURPLUS PROPE~DEPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
RACAL VADIC 
TRACOR 
IBM 
CCI 
NOVA BEAM 
HARRIS 
IBM 
ElKI 
ElKI 
EIKI 
EIKI 
MOTOROLA 
IBM 
BUHL 
PANASONIC 
SONY 
IBM 
SEARS 
GRASS 
IBM 
INTEROYAL 
INTEROYAL 
INTEROYAL 
INTEROYAL 
INTEROYAL 
INTEROYAL 
TEKTRONIX 
ARIUM 
ARIUM 
ARIUM 
ARIUM 
ARlUM 
TEKTRONIX 
TEKTRONIX 
TEKTRONIX 
TEKTRONIX 
ZENITH 
STEELCASE 
DIXIE NARCO 
MODEL 
VA3455 
1197 
N/A 
9406FT 
lA 
CLINlSTAT 
5153 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
EXPO 
N/A 
AV31 
8 CHANNEL 
N/A 
9900&9751 
343668600 
PS2 
SELECTRIC 
TWIN 
N/A 
TWIN 
TWIN 
TWIN 
TWIN 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
ZW15152 
329041 
N/A 
SERIAL # 
357816 
30500 
26-3595882 
16793 
INB24055XV 
H11472 
492181 
61681 
61680 
61686 
61682 
JE00847 
0454678 
C11015708 
82Y0009 
010434 
01688 
9HT66846 
K902Y3 
4796580 
L-4396-FS2 
L-4396-FS2 
L-4396-FS2 
L-4396-FS2 
L-4396-FS2 
L-4396-FS2 
B358304 
577 
597 
593 
599 
661B 
B106810 
B093976 
B103918 
B103940 
438DD0189C 
TAN 
07002752C1 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
83 
78 
83 
83 
84 
83 
86 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
84 
83 
85 
85 
85 
85 
85 
85 
85 
84 
85 
85 
85 
85 
85 
86 
86 
86 
86 
85 
85 
85 
649.00 
14,245.00 
710.00 
2,162.00 
3,200.00 
6,113.00 
647.00 
650.00 
650.00 
650.00 
650.00 
800.00 
3,032.00 
595.00 
825.00 
4,855.00 
32,225.00 
581. 00 
800.00 
828.00 
711.00 
711.00 
711.00 
711. 00 
711. 00 
711.00 
2,010.00 
2,621.00 
2,621.00 
2,621.00 
2,621.00 
2,656.00 
5,000.00 
3,985.00 
940.00 
940.00 
2,699.00 
557.00 
1,370.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
. OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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UNM ID 
167109 
168828 
169681 
169745 
169765 
171273 
171665 
172173 
172245 
173177 
173341 
173551 
174393 
174474 
174757 
175212 
175286 
175970 
177215 
177215 
177222 
177223 
177389 
178069 
178276 
178281 
DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION MFG/MAKE 
VENDING SERVICES 
VENDING SERVICES 
UNIVERSITY SECRETARY 
BIOLOGY 
VENDING MACH SOFT DRINK DIXIE NARCO 
VENDING MACH SOFT DRINK DIXIE NARCO 
OVEN MICROWAVE SHARP 
COMPUTER PRINTER EPSON 
BIOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ZENITH 
KNME-TV COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR SHARP 
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH 
NEW MEXICO UNION 
HSC-LIBRARY 
SOM-ANESTHESIOLOGY 
TYPEWRITER 
MACHINE SNACK 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE SLAB LAPRO 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER HYDRALIC FORKLIFT 
VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-EMS ACADEMY TELEVISION SET COLOR 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER PRINTER 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
VENDING SERVICES 
VENDING SERVICES 
VENDING SERVICES 
VENDING SERVICES 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
COMPUTER MICROVAX 
MACHINE SNACK 
MACHINE SNACK 
MACHINE SNACK 
MACHINE SNACK 
TYPEWRITER 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
VCR 
MONITOR TV 
BROTHER 
M4640 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
BURHLER 
GENIE 
LEADING EDGE 
IBM 
ZENITH 
EPSON 
ZENITH 
DIGITAL 
DIXIE NARCO 
DIXIE NARCO 
DIXIE NARCO 
DIXIE NARCO 
BROTHER 
TELEX 
JVC 
JVC 
178481 BIOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
VENDING MACHINE 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ZENITH 
178649 LOS ALAMOS BRANCH 
179329 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
179463 VENDING SERVICES 
180215 SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
180216 
181197 
181517 
181796 
182349 
182363 
182508 
182515 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PSYCHOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE MONITOR GAS 
POLICE COMPUTER PRINTER 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER PRINTER 
SURPLUS PROPERTY-ADMIN COMPUTER PRINTER 
APPLE 
IBM 
DIXIE NARCO 
APPLE 
APPLE 
DIGITAL 
IBM 
ZENITH 
TLD 
IBM 
EPSON 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
MODEL 
N/A 
N/A 
R-21BP 
P10UA 
ZW-1S8-42 
XM-1300 
EM-8S 
N/A 
2686-A 
33440A 
N/A 
PLM-24 
DC2011 
N/A 
N/A 
LQ800 
ZW24182 
VAX II 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
EM8S 
N/A 
MEDIA 
C-2081U 
ZF-lS8-42 
N0198 
3820 
SODA 
MS430 
M0401 
DTC01 
5160 
ZW24884 
PSM8XT 
5502 
FX-286E 
33440A 
SERIAL # 
06942752C1 
0996-2819BJ 
01820 
080672 
540000702 
71700 
B51169751 
20193 
2424J784 
2424J96987 
383-L24-19 
985-2789 
61176028 
6439815 
591-332200 
06027379 
546ED0063 
WF62410674 
14402912CK 
14402912CK 
08132910CK 
14372912CK 
L51724405 
5689 . 
160X0340 
16927650 
643CC1105 
1719EM0198 
56-12071 
0802-2975BL 
F82912P 
5089269 
AB44601CU1 
1004078 
722AD0014 
1657 
2007030831 
08042042 
2731J93503 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
85 
85 
85 
86 
86 
85 
85 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
87 
86 
86 
87 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
86 
87 
87 
87 
87 
87 
87 
87 
89 
89 
88 
87 
87 
87 
87 
88 
88 
1,370.00 
1,447.00 
515.00 
1,129.00 
2,478.00 
2,351.00 
596.00 
2,495.00 
2,271.00 
2,345.00 
3,966.00 
2,595.00 
1,229.00 
1,589.00 
1,900.00 
664.00 
3,217.00 
27,466.00 
1,431.00 
1,431.00 
1,557.00 
1,431.00 
616.00 
900.00 
520.00 
636.00 
1,016.00 
4,094.00 
33,679.00 
1,809.00 
3,287.00 
669.00 
6,699.00 
2,082.00 
7,787.00 
27,813.00 
1,250.00 
576.00 
1,664.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION 
182738 
183015 
183030 
183031 
183050 
183174 
183212 
183286 
183287 
183520 
183711 
183713 
183718 
183806 
183953 
183957 
184136 
184170 
184171 
184181 
184182 
184296 
184562 
184564 
184762 
184777 
184864 
184986 
185005 
185072 
185073 
185250 
185605 
185606 
185607 
185608 
185622 
185892 
185936 
CARE (CTR-AGING,RESEARCH COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE DETECTOR GAS 
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN 
SOM-RADIOLOGY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
RECREATIONAL SERVICES 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
TEST CHAMBER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE DETECTOR GAS 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE DETECTOR GAS 
SOM-PEDIATRICS 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES COMPUTER PRINTER 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CAREER SERVICES 
BIOLOGY 
INSTITUTE OF METEORITICS 
LASER 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
MV SUBURBAN 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
CENTER fOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER fOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COPIER 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN 
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN 
COMPUTER LAN BRIDGE 
COMPUTER LAN BRIDGE 
COMPUTER LAN BRIDGE 
COMPUTER LAN BRIDGE 
MULTI PORT REPEATER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
READER MICROFICHE 
SURPLUS PROPER~EPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
APPLE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
TELEX 
MOA SCIENTIfIC 
ZENITH 
IBM 
ZENITH 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
APPLE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
TELEX 
STOELTING 
APPLE 
EPSON 
APPLE 
APPLE 
MOA SCIENTIfIC 
MDA SCIENTIfIC 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
MEMO REX TELEX 
MEMOREX TELEX 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
NEWPORT 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
CHEVROLET 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
APPLE 
APPLE 
CANON 
DIGITAL 
DIGITAL 
DIGITAL 
DIGITAL 
CABLETRON 
wYSE 
MINOLTA 
MODEL 
33440A 
MAC SE 
II GS 
II GS 
191 
TCD1 
ZDF-2237 
3820 
ZDF-2237 
33440A 
MAC PLUS 
MAC II 
MAC SE 
191B 
26113 
MAC PLUS 
FX286E 
MAC II 
MAC SE 
TDC1 
TDC1 
33440A 
1191B 
1191B 
33440A 
127 
33440A 
CV20906 
33440A 
M5333 
M0401 
NP1218 
DEBET-AA 
DEBIT-AA 
DEBET-AA 
DEBET-AA 
MR9000C 
wY 2108 
RP503 
SERIAL II 
2814J07125 
2603LM5011 
C2YA2S6000 
C3LA2S6000 
88470 
00382 
805CE0741 
11095 
800CF0286 
2743J56249 
F821AEJM2513 
F820056M5400 
F8118QUM5252 
112699 
41DL126 
60DWMOOOIA 
P0111110 
F85069U 
F846EMN 
00394 
00385 
2826J66471 
25501 
25497 
2826J00610 
H47304 
2814J07128 
26KOKF114611 
2826J62050 
f8425WO 
5119451 
04680 
AS84915492 
AS84915485 
AS84715110 
AS84715077 
0138908 
14U1036589 
1613721 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
88 . 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
87 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
88 
89 
89 
88 
88 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
91 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
89 
1,610.00 
2,391.00 
1,379.00 
1,379.00 
918.00 
2,505.00 
1,822.00 
24,097.00 
1,899.00 
2,119.00 
1,052.00 
3,805.00 
1,695.00 
890.00 
1,593.00 
1,507.00 
529.00 
2,015.00 
1,632.00 
2,505.00 
2,505.00 
1,708.00 
900.00 
900.00 
1,949.00 
9,677.00 
1,846.00 
17,283.00 
1,691.00 
3,980.00 
602.00 
3,850.00 
8,091.00 
8,091.00 
8,091.00 
8,091.00 
1,850.00 
2,980.00 
4,685.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
08~6r~ 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
UNUSABLE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRI PTION 
186029 
186031 
186057 
ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING 
RECREATIONAL SERVICES 
COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE COMPUTER PRINTER 
186219 MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER PRINTER 
186299 TESTING CENTER SCANNER 
186339 ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING COMPUTER PRINTER 
186419 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
186425 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER PRINTER 
186432 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
186433 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
186542 SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
186620 PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
186684 
186762 
186922 
187202 
187579 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER 
MFG/MAKE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
SENTRY 
APPLE 
BIBLIOFILE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
AST PREMIUM 
AST PREMIUM 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
APPLE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
APPLE 
NORTHGATE 
CISCO 
187758 RECREATIONAL SERVICES 
187823 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
187836 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
187841 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
187844 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
187845 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
187847 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
188019 COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE 
COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER CISCO 
BRIDGE CISCO 
COMPUTER EXPANSION UNIT> CABLETRON 
COMPUTER EXPANSION UNIT> CABLETRON 
COMPUTER EXPANSION UNIT> CABLETRON 
COMPUTER EXPANSION UNIT> CABLETRON 
188020 
188031 
188077 
188082 
188090 
188190 
188194 
188197 
188286 
188650 
188759 
188713 
188778 
189101 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM IBM 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER PRINTER 
BOOKSTORE 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER MONITOR 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CLINlCAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
BIOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYS PLANT-CUSTODIAL COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MED LAB SCIENCES PROG COUNTER 
IBM 
IBM 
DIGITAL 
APPLE 
IBM 
NEC 
UTRON 
UTRON 
MARATHON 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
IBM 
IBM 
COULTER 
MODEL 
M0401 
MAC SE 
2276A 
33447A 
3000 
M6000 
16000 
33449A 
N/A 
AST386 
ZDF 1211 
ZBV3340KQ 
M0401 
2235A 
MACII CX 
386 
STS-I0 
M5083-C 
STS-I0 
HYB/2 CES 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
60 
80 
70 
3100 
M6000 
30 
NEC3DVGA 
486SX33 
486SX33 
AT 
ZBV 3340 
ZBD-3526 
50Z 
55 
S550 
SERIAL II 
5159758 
F8513NSM5011 
2903A46516 
2830J13097 
3000103058 
CA9048FK 
6DX01283 
3015J69486 
TWP7016272 
TWP3001900 
901CH002512 
933CE000982 
5198055 
2917A24675 
F9192WCM5615 
36556 
TS08Il38 
F93297QB02 
TS08Il48 
CG0190C280 
05590080037 
05590080039 
05590080054 
05590'080036 
72 8161202 
72 7009391 
23 6026505 
AB92002EH9 
CA906POA 
23 U004177 
9YK41269U 
N/A 
G53VL4862566 
N/A 
925E000005 
007AD001265 
23-U002773 
23-1097068 
1397 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
89 
89 
89 
89 
88 
89 
91 
91 
91 
91 
89 
90 
89 
89 
89 
89 
90 
90 
90 
90 
91 
91 
91 
91 
88 
88 
90 
89 
90 
90 
91 
94 
94 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
83 
707.00 
2,356.00 
702.00 
2,975.00 
4,215.00 
3,166.00 
3,130.00 
1,940.00 
3,785.00 
5,608.00 
1,795.00 
3,933.00 
699.00 
1,051.00 
2,731.00 
6,033.00 
2,621.00 
2,100.00 
2,621.00 
10,080.00 
723.00 
723. 00 
723.00 
723.00 
3,638.00 
4,689.00 
7,110.00 
10,748.00 
3,081.00 
2,903.00 
659.00 
1,675.00 
1,160.00 
2,708.00 
3,917.00 
3,431.00 
2,799.00 
3,086.00 
4,876.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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189113 
189204 
189209 
189215 
189216 
189277 
189306 
189315 
189329 
189393 
189412 
189514 
189592 
189723 
189957 
190071 
190101 
190255 
190269 
190348 
190470 
190540 
190601 
190862 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE COMPUTER PRINTER 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE SCANNER 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
GALLUP BRANCH 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLl COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY COMPUTER MONITOR 
PUBLIC EVENTS COMPUTER PRINTER 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER PRINTER 
COLLEGE OF NURSING TYPEWRITER 
CIVIL ENGINEERING VCR 
HSC-LIBRARY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI PORT CONTROLLER 
INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLl COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
AMERICAN STUDIES MONITOR TV 
INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLl COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-ASST DEAN-UNDERGRAD M FAX MACHINE 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
190938 ENGLISH 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHOTOCOPYING MACHINE 
COPIER 190959 CHILD CARE CENTER 
190971 PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
190994 VALENCIA BRANCH 
191004 VALENCIA BRANCH 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
191035 
191096 
191261 
191272 
191282 
191100 
191738 
191853 
191854 
191933 
SOM-CLINICAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER PRINTER 
EARTH DATA ANALYSIS CENTE COMPUTER CPU MEMORY· 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ATHLETICS 
ATHLETICS 
KNME-TV 
COPIER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ANTENNA 
SURPLUS PROPE~EPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
STORAGE DIMENSIONS 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
APPLE 
APPLE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
EPSON 
APPLE 
ACER 
ZENITH 
EPSON 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
PANASONIC 
POLAROID 
APPLE 
SHARES POOL 
APPLE 
RCA 
APPLE 
CANON 
APPLE 
CANON 
CANON 
GATEWAY 2000 
ACER 
ACER 
IBM 
APPLE 
ZENITH 
VIP 
APPLE 
DIGITAL 
APPLE 
XEROX 
TELEX 
SCALA 
MODEL 
LAN2-32051 
33471A 
9095A 
IIGS 
IIGS 
45945C 
855031 
8555031 
855031 
LQ 1050 
MAC SE 30 
1100 
ZCM-1492 
LQ-I050 
33449A III 
KX-E7000 
FREEZE FRAME 
M5650 
ES12094A 
IICX 
F26012WN 
MAC SE 
H11096 
M5390 
NP6650 
48351 
386 
100SX 
1l00SX 
8530 
M5361 
ZCV2325EY 
AUVA300 
M6000 
RRD40 
SE30 
1050 
7025 
4DR82HW 
SERIAL # 
D0188985 
2949JC0995 
2912J230?8 
lRD5A0012LLA 
OQC7A0012LLA 
3003AB0361 
230077570 
0073704 
230078160 
OFG0039191 
F948BRCK02 
A111610777 
004NC0399NOA 
OFGI026392 
3001A06506 
OGM37A3650 
J61216A 
F0064J5M5615 
160273 
F0138CWM5685 
014436063 
F822A4K 
5202449 
ED240'WM 
CWN060020096 
00001604 
85623 
AllSX006691A 
AllSX008093A 
23A524493 
E0240EIM5392 
019CR000122 
001519 
CA821QEK 
H026010775B3 
Fl039AWCK02 
N81977398 
501300198 
913423 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
92 
92 
91 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
90 
91 
90 
90 
89 
90 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
92 
91 
91 
90 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
5,296.00 
951.00 
1,358.00 
1,503.00 
1,503.00 
4,006.00 
2,097.00 
2,097.00 
2,091.00 
748.00 
3,079.00 
3,483.00 
613.00 
789.00 
1,485.00 
716.00 
1,400.00 
3,755.00 
676.00 
860.00 
562.00 
2,921. 00 
500.00 
2,063.00 
11,926.00 
10,568.00 
3,318.00 
2,398.00 
3,123.00 
1,647.00 
1,848.00 
1,270.00 
4,703.00 
4,091.00 
776.00 
2,092.00 
5,795.00 
1,895.00 
2,432.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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• SURPLUS PROPE~EPARTMENT DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES COMPUTER MONITOR 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COPIER 
MFG/MAKE 
SEIKO 
DURACOM 
DURACOM 
GESTETNER 
192049 
192104 
192105 
192204 
19:2273 
192609 
192646 
192670 
192671 
192733 
192761 
192894 
193038 
193130 
193244 
193374 
193529 
193530 
193536 
193552 
193577 
193580 
193583 
193588 
193599 
193602 
193608 
193664 
193713 
193748 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER ETHERNET REPEATR CISCO 
SOM-CANCER RESEARCH/TREAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOCIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
BRIDGE 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SPARCSTATION 
BRIDGE 
INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLl COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ENGLISH COMPUTER PRINTER 
SOM-CLINICAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER PRINTER 
INST FOR SPACE NUCLEAR PO COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
BOOKSTORE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
INST FOR SPACE NUCLEAR PO COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER ROUTER 
GATEWAY 2000 
CABLETRON 
ZENITH 
SUN 
DIGITAL 
APPLE 
DIGITAL 
IBM 
APPLE 
APPLE 
ZENITH 
IBM 
IBM 
OMS 
APPLE 
CISCO 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER CHASSIS CABLETRON 
COMPUTER CHASSIS CABLETRON 
COMPUTER ETHERNET REPEATR CISCO 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MEDICINE 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
193782 EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
193786 INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLl COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
193877 LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER PRINTER 
193990 SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
194087 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
194090 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
194305 SOM-CLINICAL AND MAG RESE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
194326 SOM-EMS ACADEMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
194407 GALLUP BRANCH MV TRACTOR 
ZENITH 
DATA CASE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
IBM 
HYUNDAI 
APPLE 
APPLE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
APPLE 
MEGAHAUS 
ZENITH 
IBM 
EQUUS 
INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL 
CM1450C 
38625E 
38625E 
HD36003213 
IGSL 
386SX 
9400088 
ZMV3726GM 
600257507 
LAN100 
SE30 
76 
X24E 
B0325LLA 
MACLC 
386 
6384M40 
6384M40 
410 
MAC II 
IGSR 
MINlMAC 
MINIMAC 
OGSL 
ZMV3726GM 
DCXOO 
M0491 
IIGS 
855TGI 
386SX 
II SI 
M5361/MACSE 
500JET 
M0401 
X8055PRO 
ZMF248X4 
SX386 
48625 
F4370 
SERIAL # 
OA51105A 
210039 
210038 
189036 
OOOFC 
118464 
MA1S0380051 
051AC009227 
222G2982 
AS1l548 
Fl0434POKOl 
ABI0I0IDVU 
N/A 
CA0213FMS110 
N/A 
048AD005608 
23LVX80 
23LVP87 
0001899 
Fl109340765 
00lT2 
HA191150004 
HA191150003 
0020J· 
119CD015702 
5075 
F2113LFJC56 
E047LJRA0012 
23NBPRX 
OHA008000T46 
F2109KLEC53 
EE0051361 
N/A 
F112131FL12 
8786245 
049ED006629 
N/A 
61357 
2137GGA16113 
J 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
91 
92 
92 
91 
92 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
91 
93 
93 
91 
91 
91 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
91 
91 
92 
91 
92 
91 
91 
93 
92 
92 
92 
92 
689.00 
2,350.00 
2,350.00 
5,750.00 
5,803.00 
2,575.00 
3,832.00 
2,224.00 
4,017.00 
1,001. 00 
2,795.00 
17,276.00 
500.00 
2,170.00 
1,762.00 
2,666.00 
1,517.00 
1,890.00 
2,126.00 
3,655.00 
3,847.00 
1,303.00 
1,214.00 
3,825.00 
2,295.00 
1,125.00 
2,632.00 
7,347.00 
2,699.00 
1,730.00 
3,200.00 
2,787.00 
821. 00 
1,935.00 
719.00 
1,908.00 
5,018.00 
3,158.00 
5,500.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
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UNM 10 DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION 
SOM-RADIOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 194541 
194632 
194757 
194763 
SOM-MATERNITY & INFANT CA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
AMERICAN STUDIES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
194775 VALENCIA BRANCH 
194804 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194809 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194827 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194833 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194838 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194840 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194841 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194845 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194846 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194848 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194849 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194850 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194852 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194855 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
194905 SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
194917 SOM-EMS ACADEMY 
194945 AMERICAN STUDIES 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
TRANSCEIVER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
194985 
195225 
195326 
195369 
195392 
195402 
195404 
195421 
195426 
195433 
195441 
195449 
195456 
195460 
195465 
195478 
195492 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL & DISAB COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HISTORY 
POLICE 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
BRIDGE 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYS PLANT-TELECOMMUNlCAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
PHYS PLANT-CUSTODIAL 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM UNIT 
COMPUTER SYSTEM UNIT 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM UNIT 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SURPLUS PROPER~EPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
IBM 
DTK COMPUTER 
APPLE 
UTRON 
UTRON 
ZENITH 
APPLE 
AQUILA 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
CABLETRON 
APPLE 
EQUUS 
APPLE 
MARATHON 
GATEWAY 2000 
CMS 
GATEWAY 2000 
CABLETRON 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
CISCO 
CISCO 
ZENITH 
CISCO 
ZENITH 
MODEL 
8555U31 
KEEN2530 
MAC CLASSIC 
214S 
214S 
ZMC320X8 
MACII SI 
NCD16 
MINIMMAC 
MINIMMAC 
MINIMMAC 
MINIMMAC 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC3 
M5119 
48625 
B0454LLA 
60366 
36633D 
26616MH2 
36625 
NB20E 
366SX 
386SX 
386SX 
38.6SX 
ZMF248X4 
ZMf248X4 
ZMf248X4 
IGS/L 
IGS/L 
2CV3276EF 
IGS/R 
2CV3276Ef 
SERIAL # 
N/A 
029122094 
E1210F8M0435 
079291700 
079291695 
129DD003298 
F2113 KXWC5 6 
0491A100073 
191300045 
191300011 
191300053 
191300010 
291300007 
291300002 
291300008 
291250003 
2913000012 
291300005 
291260050 
CK1320DKKAT 
61368 
BCGAM2000A 
010484 
316163· 
N/A 
313202 
HC161350026 
107EC009332 
107EC009349 
107EC009316 
107EC009337 
107EC009297 
105EE008477 
105EE008485 
0069N 
0069E 
107EC008811 
006TR 
107EC008744 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
92 
92 
92 
93 
93 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
2,307.00 
4,185.00 
1,088.00 
1,639.00 
1,968.00 
2,398.00 
2,615.00 
1,000.00 
563.00 
563.00 
563.00 
563.00 
5,368.00 
3,973.00 
3,063.00 
723.00 
723.00 
723.00 
638.00 
2,215.00 
2,615.00 
965.00 
1,566.00 
2,~58.00 
1,507.00 
1.995.00 
1,956.00 
1.702.00 
1.702.00 
1.702.00 
1.702.00 
1.653.00 
1,770.00 
1,770.00 
3,496.00 
3,496.00 
1.425.00 
3,699.00 
1,425.00 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
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UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP 
195498 PHYS PLANT-AREA ONE 
195506 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
195583 POLICE 
195586 PAYROLL 
195590 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
195592 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
195605 STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
195661 BIOLOGY 
DESCRIPTION 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER MONITOR 
COMPUTER MONITOR 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
195752 SOM-MATERNITY & INFANT CA COPIER 
SURPLUS PROPER~EPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
IBM 
IBM 
ZENITH 
GATEWAY 2000 
GESTETNER 
MODEL 
2CV3216EF 
2CV3216EF 
ZCM14921 
ZCM14921 
8530U42 
8530U42 
ZB03521 
38633C 
PV37 
SERIAL # 
105EE008654 
101EC008788 
134RD0210ROE 
134RC0410ROE 
0023N2190 
0023N2284 
044ADOO1l37 
371225 
056422 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
1,425.00 
1,425.00 
607.00 
607.00 
1,699.00 
1,699.00 
2,680.00 
2,425.00 
8,987.00 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
19S~5i! 9911 III'd'ERfIl':!'¥ &0 n'F.'~1T CA C9PISR GSS'I'S1'!IBR PV37 956422 92 8, 981. ee seSSLE':!'E ' 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
CARE (CTR-AGING,RESEARCH 
SOM-PSYCHIATRY 
CAREER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
EL CENTRO DE LA RAZA 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
ENGLISH 
SOM-OBGYN 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
ATHLETICS 
ATHLETICS 
ATHLETICS 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COPIER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER MONITOR 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
ZENITH 
IBM 
IBM 
ZENITH 
21ST CENTURY 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
IBM 
IBM 
CANON 
UTRON 
UTRON 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
CAD TECH 
ZENITH 
APPLE 
APPLE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
195794 
195799 
195811 
195915 
195925 
195956 
196027 
196052 
196071 
196147 
196149 
196212 
196306 
196457 
196785 
196818 
196819 
196822 
196980 
197014 
197026 
197030 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CISCO 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM YOUNG MICROSYSTEMS 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE KALPANA 
197052 MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
197053 MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER MONITOR 
197181 HSC-LIBRARY FAX MACHINE 
197238 SOM-SURGERY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
197242 SOM-PHYSlCAL THERAPY MULTIFUNCTION UNIT 
197243 SOM-PHYSICAL THERAPY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
197253 SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
IBM 
IBM 
RICOH 
GATEWAY 2000 
ARIEL 
ARIEL 
APPLE 
ZCV3726EF 
8530U42 
8555V41 
ZCV3726EF 
386-25 
33449A 
8550031 
8555T81 
F126500 
4DX266 
4DX266 
ZMV3927GO 
ZMF316GP 
38616SX 
Z320SX 
M0364LL/B 
M0401 
33471A 
33459A 
IGSL 
48650 
EPS1500 
7013 
609119 
4000L 
386 
CES5000 
CES5000 
M5920 
105EE008496 
0023N6195 
23YVHXK 
107EC008712 
NONE 
3044J99281 
237431816 
23PHWCG 
CXL62342 
N/A 
N/A 
207DHOOI006 
144CA000487 
100017 
B013708 
Fl1321ZVC53 
7087204 
3049J021J3 
3127J43515 
00D9B 
A913215 
AG32CD014 
0023257 
2377357 
10800311 
396412 
NONE 
USM1013047 
F1148032C81 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
95 
95 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
93 
93 
93 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
1,641.00 
1,399.00 
1,999.00 
1,438.00 
1,959.00 
1,721. 00 
1,299.00 
3,017.00 
1,316.00 
1,680.00 
1,680.00 
1,988.00 
2,064.00 
2,4"79.00 
2,393.00 
3,514.00 
703.00 
803.00 
2,229.00 
3,496.00 
3,458.00 
5,417.00 
36,920.00 
1,975.00 
3,648.00 
2,340.00 
8,656.00 
4,779.00 
8,440.00 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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• SURPLUS PROPER~EPARTMENT DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
IJNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
POLICE 
DESCRIPTION 
COMPUTER MODEM 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
TRANSCEIVER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MFG/MAKE 
INTEL 
DIGITAL 
DIGITAL 
CABLETRON 
LASER 
197260 
197265 
197266 
197273 
197328 
197558 CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER TAPE BACK-UP SYS SIGEN 
197659 MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS SPARCSTATION 
197906 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
197929 VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
198008 LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
198009 CARE (CTR-AGING,RESEARCH COMPUTER PRINTER 
198174 SOM-OBGYN COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
198310 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
198311 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER MODEM 
198313 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
198314 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
198315 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
198316 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER HARD DRIVE 
SUN 
TUTOR 
TUTOR 
EQUUS 
PANASONIC 
DTX 
COMTRADE 
MICROCOM 
DATA GENERAL 
AVIION 
AVIION 
AVIION 
198317 
198318 
198319 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER TAPE BACK-UP SYS AVIION 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER DATA GENERAL 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER DATA GENERAL 
198320 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER DATA GENERAL 
198321 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER DATA GENERAL 
198322 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER DATA GENERAL 
198323 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER TRANSCEIVER DATA GENERAL 
198324 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER PRINTER GENICOM 
198393 SOM-MEDICINE COMPUTER MONITOR APPLE 
198393 SOM-MEDICINE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE 
198412 
198454 
198512 
198560 
198877 
198886 
198970 
198972 
198974 
199000 
199001 
SOM-FAMILY & COMM MED 
SOM-PEDIATRICS 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
IBM 
INST FOR SPACE NUCLEAR PO FAX MACHINE 
SOM-OBGYN COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGE FAX MACHINE 
GATEWAY 2000 
CANON 
DIGITAL 
TATUNG 
PANASONIC 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CABLETRON 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CABLETRON 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CABLETRON 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CISCO 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CISCO 
MODEL 
302912005 
VT340A2 
VT340A2 
MT800 
386SX 
ST250 
360 
MV1400 
386SX25 
386DX 
KXP4450 
KEEN2530 
48633 
QX4232 
6200 
1GB 
1GB 
1GB 
1600 
RS232 
RS232 
RS232 
RS232 
RS232 
N/A 
4440 
M1700 
M1700 
40SX 
386DX33 
270S 
212LP 
TWS5025 
UF128M 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
MMAC8 
IGSL 
IGSL 
SERIAL II 
K0978907J1A 
TA90143873 
TA81219858 
906000404259 
2824163 
092252 
050F4958 
204402297 
197929 
62228 
OIMAZC09584 
019113557 
N/A 
1303236209 
9773339 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
C5037682 
2440770072 
2390770070 
2390770179 
2390770080 
2390770091 
NIA 
9223682880 
S54121R3E04 
SG2215UNFOl 
23YRFC3 
NIA 
3202517 
TC00005796 
2G82000125 
R01920501046 
CG792420033 
CG792420030 
CG792420032 
00M04 
00M3N 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
92 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
90 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
529.00 
1,251.00 
1,251.00 
672.00 
1,009.00 
1,215.00 
20,211. 00 
1,242.00 
1,023.00 
1,367.00 
999.00 
3,712.00 
1,965.00 
556.00 
47,490.00 
6,304.00 
6,304.00 
6,304.00 
5,193.00 
1,780.00 
1,780.00 
1,780.00 
1,780.00 
1,780.00 
1,157.00 
6,311.00 
1,571.00 
1,571.00 
2,073.00 
1,923.00 
1,069.00 
2,636.00 
5,882.00 
652.00 
6,313.00 
723.00 
723.00 
2,806.00 
2,806.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSQI,ETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
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• SURPLUS PROPER~EPARTMENT DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION MFG/MAKE MODEL 
199003 
199240 
199308 
199402 
199403 
199414 
199429 
199471 
199670 
199896 
199938 
199943 
199947 
199953 
199987 
200022 
200023 
200030 
200031 
200035 
200048 
200049 
200132 
200134 
200243 
200317 
200329 
200361 
200372 
7.00382 
200394 
200395 
200403 
200412 
200471 
200472 
200473 
200500 
200712 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-PSYCHIATRY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL & DISAB COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PUBLIC EVENTS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PUBLIC EVENTS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
POLICE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PUBLIC EVENTS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PROVOST/ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL & DISAB COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER NETWORKING HUB 
ZENITH 
EQUUS 
COMPUADD 
METRO COMPUTER WORLD 
METRO COMPUTER WORLD 
IBM 
METRO COMPUTER WORLD 
ELEGANCE 
VISTA 
COMPUADD 
CABLETRON 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
COMPUTER NETWORKING HUB CABLETRON 
COMPUTER NETWORKING HUB CABLETRON 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 
CONTROL UNIT ROSE ELECTRONICS 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ARIES 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ARIES 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM DELL 
WORK STATION BIBLIOFILE 
WORK STATION 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CLINICAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CLINICAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER i:PU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER PRINTER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER PRINTER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER PRINTER 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI COMPUTER MULTIPLEXER 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER DATA TERMINAL 
SaM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER POWER SUPPLY 
HUMAN RESOURCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HUMAN RESOURCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HUMAN RESOURCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
BIBLIOFILE 
UTRON 
UTRON 
COMPUADD 
COMPUADD 
IBM 
TATUNG 
METRO 
GEN I COM 
GENICOM 
GENICOM 
DATA GBNERAL 
DATA GENERAL 
DATA GENERAL 
DATA GENERAL 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
IBM 
ZENITH 
ZMF316X4 
48633 
A002 
386SX 
386SX 
8535043 
386SX 
ZXP2584 
38640 
333 
MRXI2E 
MRXI24 
MRXI2E 
4DX33 
SV4U 
803865X 
803865X 
433/L 
34M50DT 
34M50DT 
486DX33 
123456 
325S 
325S 
95950MT 
TWS5040 
486SX33 
1040 
1040 
1040 
8 CHANNEL 
RS232 
DG5250 
19779 
486SX33 
486SX33 
486SX33 
95570BA 
ZMV3726EO 
SERIAL # 
941CH000857 
62428 
14033112 
N/A 
N/A 
23YFR7 
N/A 
276593 
008610 
0603916 
3180015010DB 
3200063010LG 
3190074010EB 
139946 
68805 
92430 
92428 
2T36V 
33088113 
33088109 
123456 
N/AA 
647384 
674410 . 
23C1807 
2J23001040 
G53VL4862S 
G23804433 
G23804419 
G238044541 
11489 
N/A 
33041207 
BK131A0047 
0807683 
0807682 
0807681 
23AFL06 
228CE001750 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
94 
94 
94 
93 
93 
93 
93 
94 
94 
94 
94 
93 
93 
93 
92 
93 
94 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
94 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
1,425.00 
1,915.00 
1,902.00 
1,474.00 
1,379.00 
2,565.00 
1,888.00 
2,367.00 
1,655.00 
1,870.00 
1,297.00 
3,090.00 
1,297.00 
2,830.00 
793.00 
1,287.00 
1,287.00 
2,881.00 
2,770.00 
2,770.00 
1,564.00 
1,309.00 
1,796.00 
1,274.00 
22,266.00 
7,709.00 
1,704.00 
1,371.00 
1,371.00 
1,371.00 
2,114.00 
1,780.00 
660.00 
6,786.00 
1,710.00 
1,710.00 
1,710'.00 
4,211.00 
700.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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• 
UNM ID DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION 
200938 
200988 
200989 
200991 
201000 
201006 
201114 
201120 
201298 
201314 
201344 
201385 
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH COMPUTER PRINTER 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
HEGISTI<AR'S OFFlCE 
PUBLIC EVENTS 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CPU 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL & DISAB COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HSC-LIBRARY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SIMSE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SIMSE 
201691 ATHLETICS 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM UNIT 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
202014 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
202129 SOM-MEDICINE 
202136 SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
202172 COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
SOM-NEUROLOGY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
202230 
202389 
202437 
202643 
202649 
202653 
202654 
202658 
202742 
202765 
202765 
202766 
202767 
202773 
202818 
202853 
202855 
203016 
203116 
203117 
203118 
203119 
SOM-BIO-MED COMMUNICATION RECORDER FILM 
VALENCIA BRANCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
VALENCIA BRANCH 
POLICE 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER 
POLICE 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SURPLUS PROPEJliltEPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
WIN 
THOR 
THOR 
ALL FACTORY 
IBM 
GATEWAY 2000 
ZENITH 
ZENITH 
GATEWAY 2000 
NEC 
NEC 
APPLE 
NCD 
COMPUADD 
APPLE 
CISCO 
ZENITH 
LEADING EDGE 
MATRIX 
UTRON 
UTRON 
UTRON 
UTRON 
UTRON 
NEWSBANK 
UTRON 
UTRON 
UTRON 
UTRON 
EQUUS 
GATEWAY 2000 
IBM 
IBM 
GATEWAY 2000 
KALPANA 
KALPANA 
KALPANA 
KALPANA 
MODEL 
33481A 
486SX25 
486SX25 
486SX25 
48633 
6384M40 
4DX250V 
UBP003400 
ZBV3629KM 
DESK TOP 
PM12302001 
PM12302001 
M1397LLA 
19RP5TWKD 
A002 
M1524 
IGSL 
UBP00330 
WINll02 
QCRZ 
486DX266 
486DX266 
486DX266 
486DX266 
486DX266 
A002 
4DX266 
4DX266 
486DX33 
486DX33 
486SX33 
4SX25 
M30 
M30 
4DX33 
EPS1500 
EPS1500 
EPS1500 
EPS1500 
SERIAL 1/ 
3129JA2YBS 
0010721 
1033872 
103387 
N/A 
23MHC50 
1482436 
3CSARK0013 75 
039AH001336 
1122057 
2Z10740UB 
2Z10731UB 
F2321LY4CW2 
0293L115621 
661717 
F5319BH4VA2 
OORYL 
39SARJ002388 
044030306B56 
R42M02148204 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
0844748 
N/A 
N/A 
829749 
828565 
103962 
1559112 
23BMMX2 
23BMPG9 
1578346 
023430004 
023430003 
023420027 
023430006 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
94 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
93 
94 
93 
93 
94 
93 
93 
93 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
1,000.00 
2,175.00 
2,235.00 
2,223.00 
1,775.00 
1,952.00 
2,445.00 
l,39B.00 
3,823.00 
3,284.00 
2,545.00 
2,545.00 
2,471.00 
1,681.00 
1,524.00 
1,844.00 
1,000.00 
1,547.00 
6,000.00 
7,060.00 
3,098.00 
3,098.00 
3,098.00 
3,098.00 
3,09B.00 
2,995.00 
2,918.00 
2,91B.00 
1,518.00 
1,518.00 
1,579.00 
1,410.00 
2,310.00 
2,310.00 
1,760.00 
2,138.00 
2,138.00 
2,13B.00 
2,138.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
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UNM ID 
203120 
203122 
203123 
203125 
203131 
203134 
203135 
203136 
203228 
203248 
203262 
203287 
203295 
203475 
203475 
203585 
203614 
203649 
203651 
203663 
203795 
203798 
203920 
203932 
203974 
204142 
20414 8 
204224 
204228 
204232 
204248 
204281 
204310 
204597 
204629 
204645 
204798 
204802 
204804 
• SURPLUS PROPEJilitEPARTMENT DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
COMPUTING CENTERjCIRT 
COMPUTING CENTERjCIRT 
COMPUTING CENTERjCIRT 
COMPUTING CENTERjCIRT 
COMPUTING CENTERjCIRT 
COMPUTING CENTERjCIRT 
DESCRIPTION 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
BASE UNIT 
BASE UNIT 
BASE UNIT 
BASE UNIT 
SOM-EMS ACADEMY COMPUTER PORTABLE 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-PEDIATRICS 
SOM-PEDIATRICS 
SOM-SURGERY 
LIBRARY-FINE ARTS 
HSC-LIBRARY 
HSC-LIBRARY 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ART & ART HISTORY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EDUC-INDIVIDUAL,FAMILY & COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ATHLETICS COMPUTER DOCKING STATION 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
POLICE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-OBGYN COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MATERNITY & INFANT CA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CLINlCAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER PORTABLE 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MFG/MAKE 
KALPANA 
KALPANA 
KALPANA 
KALPANA 
WELLFLEET 
WELLFLEET 
WELLFLEET 
WELLFLEET 
ULTRA 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
DATA STORE 
APPLE 
APPLE 
UTRON 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GJI.TEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
IBM 
IBM 
APPLE 
EQUUS 
GATEWAY 2000 
DIGITAL 
OKIDATA 
DTK COMPUTER 
TMC 
AMAZING 
APPLE 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
APPLE STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT 
ATHLETICS 
COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE CISCO 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ZENITH 
ATHLETICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ZENITH 
ATHLETICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM ZENITH 
MODEL 
EPS1500 
EPS1500 
EPS1500 
EPS1500 
2010 
2010 
2010 
2010 
486SLC33 
4DX266V 
TOWER 
486DX66LB 
48633 
M2000 
M2000 
486DX33 
4DX33 
486DX250V 
486DX266V 
4SX33 
6382F50 
6382F50 
M7779 
386 
4SX33 
5Z16 
OL400 
KEEN2531 
48625SX 
SB486DX50 
B16l8LLA 
4DX33 
4DX33 
M4440 
M2113 
IGSL 
UBP003400 
UBP003400 
UBP003400 
SERIAL # 
023420026 
023430001 
023430005 
023430002 
LN31S332 
LN315360 
15201 
15334 
4K0215211309 
1410699 
1157275 
1599966 
132335 
CM 74DM0101L 
CM74DMOI01L 
N/A 
1434903 
1534568 
1534569 
1563714 
23XNF36 
23XNK20 
TF30322JG09 
N/A 
1686693 
N/A 
62406401 
2220467D 
NX805872 
N/A 
FC3452HOIJO 
1628502 
183823 
FC329DSQ440 
XB405JWS2DO 
OOGll 
3CSARKO 0 1371 
3CSARK001380 
3CSARK001368 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
93 
93 
93 
94 
94 
93 
93 
94 
93 
94 
94 
94 
93 
93 
94 
86 
94 
93 
94 
93 
93 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
93 
93 
93 
93 
2,138.00 
2,138.00 
2,138.00 
2,138.00 
3,749.00 
3,749.00 
3,749.00 
3,749.00 
1,565.00 
3,265.00 
3,864.00 
3,192.00 
1,910.00 
824.00 
824.00 
2,307.00 
2,055.00 
2,893.00 
3,385.00 
1,565.00 
2,080.00 
2,080.00 
724.00 
2,2';0.00 
1,465.00 
5,440.00 
589.00 
1,100.00 
1,230.00 
2,733.00 
1,581.00 
1,515.00 
2,173.00 
1,897.00 
1,861.00 I 
3,496.00 
1,398.00 
1,398.00 
1,398.00 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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204806 ATHLETICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
204901 CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL BED HOSPITAL 
204902 CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL BED HOSPITAL 
204903 CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL BED HOSPITAL 
205084 
205107 
205167 
205170 
205171 
205348 
205349 
205635 
205637 
205638 
205702 
205706 
205707 
205712 
205714 
205715 
205716 
205870 
205921 
205937 
206098 
206200 
206306 
206396 
206436 
206465 
206466 
206467 
206468 
206479 
206482 
20706'2 
207299 
207545 
207833 
PHYSICS [, ASTRONOMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-fAMILY & COMM MED COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MATERNITY & INFANT CA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
SOM-SURGERY 
SOM-SURGERY 
HSC-LIBRARY 
HSC-LIBRARY 
HSC-LIBRARY 
ART & ART HISTORY 
POLICE 
POLICE 
POLICE 
POLICE 
POLICE 
POLICE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
HSC-LIBRARY 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPVTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PORTABLE 
COMPUTER CD ROM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
GALLUP BRANCH MV TRAILER 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT SWITCH ELECTRONIC 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
TABLE EXAMINING 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER FILE SERVER 
EL CENTRO DE LA RAZA COMPUTER PRINTER 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
GALLUP BRANCH MV PASSENGER CAR 
SOM-CREATIVE SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SURPLUS PROPEJililEPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
ZENITH 
INVACARE 
INVACARE 
INVACARE 
SUN 
VISTA 
OPEN 
D R CONSULTANTS 
OKIDATA 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
APPLE 
APPI.E 
DIGITAL 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
PIONEER 
THOR 
MODEL 
UBP003400 
5410 
5410 
5410 
147 
486DX50 
486SX25 
486VLB 
EN2710A 
4SX33 
4SX33 
M2099 
M2099 
M1398 
PC762 
4DX250 
4DX250 
BABY AT 
4DX250 
4DX250 
4DX250 
425DXL 
DRM602X 
486DX 
4DX33 
SERIAL II 
3CSARK001373 
40193H67551 
40193H67553 
40193H67555 
o12F0992 
010225 
N/A 
9412011641 
312AOo09615 
1164558 
1258261 
FC3490PVICJ 
FC3490NWICJ 
F2330L5WCW3 
KA404JNA19 
2038636 
2038631 
1885753 
2038630 
2038632 
2038633 
3877920574 
8505023 
105445' 
1968581 GATEWAY 2000 
FREUHAUF 
KALPANA 
UTILITY TRAILER FRT047019 
UTRON 
DATA STORE 
NM STEEL 
INTEL 
INTEL 
METRO COMPUTER WORLD 
LEADING EDGE 
DATA GENERAL 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
COMTRADE 
CHEVROLET 
APPLE 
EPS1500 
486DX33 
486DX266 
USED 
80486 
80486 
SX334 
486DLC40 
4845 
C2039A 
48666DX2 
CAPRICE 
LC575 
AGI3Doo14 
N/A 
137039 
00371 
4KSBWNo0585o 
4KSBWN005849 
9410803 
52040406815 
lCCOI062 
JPFH023178 
MINITOWER 
5470LR127439 
MY4055FP2GZ 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
93 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
93 
94 
94 
93 
93 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
93 
94 
95 
94 
95 
94 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
93 
94 
1,398.00 
1,980.00 
1,980.00 
1,980,00 
1,787.00 
2,214.00 
1,619.00 
1,660.00 
695.00 
1,544.00 
1,549.00 
2,497.00 
2,497.00 
2,478.00 
1,753.00 
1,959.00 
1,810.00 
2,415.00 
1,810.00 
1,810.00 
1,810.00 
2,675.00 
890.00 
2,510.00 
1,985.00 
1,700.00 
2,138.00 
1,629.00 
1,406.00 
700.00 
1,567.00 
1,567.00 
1,369.00 
1,798.00 
1,771.00 
1,884.00 
1,900.00 
3,500.00 
2,483.00 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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208111 
208242 
208407 
208448 
208522 
208596 
208625 
208630 
208661 
208661 
208669 
208702 
208918 
209143 
209613 
209972 
209990 
210014 
210043 
210425 
210651 
210677 
210857 
211034 
211110 
211138 
211159 
211163 
213224 
213284 
RECREATIONAL SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES COMPUTER PRINTER 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CANCER RESEARCH/TREAT COMP~rER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM- PSYCHIATRY COMPm'ER CPU/SYSTEM 
BOOKSTORE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HSC-LIBRARY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HSC-LIBRARY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HSC-LIBRARY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-DEPT OF NEUROSCIENCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYS PLANT-INFORMATION SY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYS PLANT-TELECOMMUNICAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-SURGERY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CHILDRENS PSYCH HOSPI WALKIE-TALKIE PORTABLE 
LAW LIBRARY 
SOM-PSYCHIATRY 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL & DISAB COPIER 
SOM-CANCER RESEARCH/TREAT COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
SOM-CLINICAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
HSC-HUMAN RESOURCES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
INST FOR SPACE NUCLEAR PO COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LAW LIBRARY 
213291 BOOKSTORE 
213305 ATHLETICS 
213306 ATHLETICS 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
213349 
213738 
214035 
214215 
214225 
214528 
SOM-CLINICAL NUTRITION LA COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PSYCHOLOGY COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER PRINTER 
~ 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER MULTIPLEXER 
SURPLUS PROPER~EPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
APPLE 
UTRON 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
GATEWAY 2000 
DOWNTIME 
GATEWAY 2000 
EQUUS 
DELL 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
LEADING EDGE 
APPLE 
VISTA 
UTRON 
UTRON 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
MOTOROLA 
UTRON 
EQUUS 
LANIER 
GATEWAY 2000 
ACER 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
UTRON 
ZENITH 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
ZENITH 
ACER 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
OKIDATA 
D R CONSULTANTS 
DATA GENERAL 
MODEL 
M4150 
486DX66 
C2168A 
P5-60 
486DX266 
BABY AT 
48633SX 
486D50 
4DX266 
4DX266 
P560 
WINOI04LG 
M1254 
486DX66 
486DX266 
486DX266 
4DX266 
P4 -D66 
P4 -D66 
HTlOOO 
DX266 
486DX66 
6242 
DX176 
70761 
BABY AT 
CPD15F13 
CPD15F13 
M2113 
486DX266 
UBC045000 
C2003A 
UBC002700 
70761 
48633E 
MI044ZA 
OL810E 
D0392891 
43-800100 
SERIAL # 
61S0M1540LLA 
N/A 
SG43A1417S 
2524428 
2137924 
UM201182 
205FO 
2567881 
2567881 
2722032 
052040300717 
LC33542CVA3 
010843 
N/A 
N/A 
2502902 
3111692 
6111691 
402AVL0509 
TOWER 
66688 
020299 
MH2754'091793 
0761010399Cl 
3115519 
8629472 
8629471 
XB4081TV1JO 
N/A 
56SCWD001967 
USBB766119 
47SBDA009623 
M076I009198C 
548487813679 
S4344230007 
506A0012238 
JH9478391 
11490 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
91 
95 
95 
95 
95 
94 
94 
93 
95 
95 
95 
95 
94 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
91 
95 
94 
95 
95 
95 
94 
95 
95 
94 
94 
94 
92 
94 
96 
95 
95 
1,200.00 
2,298.00 
599.00 
2,614.00 
1,760.00 
2,226.00 
1,649.00 
3,881.00 
2,766.00 
2,766.00 
2,833.00 
1.118.00 
1,074.00 
1,577.00 
2,199.00 
2,199.00 
2,094.00 
1,580.00 
1,580.00 
595.00 
1,839.00 
1,629.00 
2,489.00 
6,00.00 
800.00 
2,470.00 
670.00 
661. 00 
1,742.00 
1,900.00 
1,370.00 
688.00 
1,541.00 
800.00 
3,935.00 
706.00 
796.00 
1,865.00 
2,114.00 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT PROJECTION UNIT 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER INTERFACE 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER INTERFACE 
AIR FORCE ROTC COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
215032 SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER COMPUTER X TERMINAL 
215102 ,SOM-MEDICINE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
215414 EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
215414 EOUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
VALENCIA BRANCH WORK STATION 
VALENCIA BRANCH WORK STATION 
PROVOST/ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMPUTER 
COLLEGE ENRICHMENT PROGRA COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-EMS ACADEMY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAX MACHINE 
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
NETWORK 
SURPLUS PROPER~PARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE 
ZENITH 
ELECTROHOME 
EXTRON 
EXTRON 
INTEL 
MODEL 
Z433ST 
SPC3501 
R6B109+ 
R6B109+ 
486SX250 
DATA GENERAL 5220MT 
COMPUTERS FR SCRATCH 4DX280 
APPLE M3973LLA 
APPLE M3973LLA 
BIBLIOFILE 
BIBLIOFILE 
GATEWAY 2000 
ZENITH 
GATEWAY 2000 
BROTHER 
ZEOS 
N/A 
333PV 
34M50DT 
N/A 
QL8570 
P5100 
780MC 
486 
SERIAL # 
3CSARK0013 7 8 
104280001 
229191 
229191 
DIS COMPUTER 
33022060 
215477 
215478 
215703 
215739 
215861 
n5893 
216071 
216239 
216267 
216296 
216301 
216336 
216394 
216514 
216709 
217023 
217024 
217173 
217189 
217403 
218416 
218510 
218543 
218648 
219205 
219327 
219357 
219637 
220461 
220522 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
ECONOMICS 
COMPUTER TERMINAL SERVER XYPLEX 
NB-25E 
MX800003 
P4D66 
P4D66 
N/A 
XB5140SP4TZ 
XB514 OSP4 TZ 
9309014401 
93TLC04013 
3577976 
SGSDDB004243 
3316454 
F31758042 
13501125 
9400054 
00284761 
2261501 
2261499 
UGX04925 
UGX04929 
AB32501K17 
366283'7 
3351639 
A05520664 
SG5514M435H 
SG5514MX35H 
2535J06032 
68747 
MH1934331622 
LC3412AQ12L 
103880 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
TRANSCEIVER FACSIMILE 
VP INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEM FAX MACHINE 
I~TIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CRT WORKSTATION 
STUDENT ACCOUNTING & CASH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYS PLANT-TELECOMMUNICAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PROVOST/ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING 
ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING 
COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
NMERI COMPUTER PRINTER 
PHYS PLANT-TELECOMMUNICAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
CENTER FOR HIGH TECH MATE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
PHYS PLANT-TELECOMMUNICAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
CARE (CTR-AGING,RESEARCH COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
ATHLETICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-RADIOLOGY COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
HSC-LIBRARY COMPUTER PRINTER 
GATEWAY 2000 
CANON 
CANON 
DIGITAL 
GATEWAY 2000 
GATEWAY 2000 
ZENITH 
APPLE 
APPLE 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
EQUUS 
MAG INNOVISION 
APPLE 
THOR 
EQUUS 
GATEWAY 2000 
APPLE 
INTEL 
IBM 
DIGITAL 
B340 
B340 
PE30ACA 
P575 
P4D66 
ZTP8570GL 
APL 1710AV 
APL 1710AV 
2686A 
P100 
DX17F 
LC475 
486 
P100 69187 
17 VIV 7099102 
PERFORMA6200CD XB5401JR552 
486SX33 P762993 
386SX-25 54075345160 
LNO-7C CJ25205589 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
90 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
95 
95 
96 
96 
?? 
96 
95 
94 
93 
?? 
95 
95 
95 
96 
96 
93 
96 
95 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
93 
94 
500.00 
12,198.00 
570.00 
570.00 
955.00 
660.00 
2,190.00 
4,264.00 
4,264.00 
2,770.00 
2,770.00 
0.00 
1,999.00 
3,411,00 
500.00 
3,909.00 
0.00 
1,430.00 
2,726.00 
2,727.00 
950.00 
973.00 
11,548.00 
2,483.00 
1,968.00 
2,367.00 
948.00 
948.00 
2,272.00 
2,481. 00 
639.00 
1,429.00 
1,500.00 
1,429.00 
695.00 
2,601.00 
950.00 
730.00 
881.00 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
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220619 
221442 
221552 
221555 
221801 
222279 
222664 
225049 
225088 
225158 
225604 
225651 
227550 
• 
DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP DESCRIPTION 
SOM-CANCER RESEARCH/TREAT COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-PEDIATRICS COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER COLOR MONITOR 
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT COMPUTER PRINTER 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS COMPUTBR COLOR MONITOR 
SOM-MOL GENETICS/MICROBIO COMPUfBR CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-AHEC/INTERDISCIPLINAR COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
SOM-RADIOLOGY 
SOM-FAMILY & COMM MED 
HISTORY 
ENGLISH 
HISTORY 
SOM-COMPUTER SERVICES 
COUNT OF ITEMS TO AUCTION 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER PRINTER 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM 
COMPUTER NETWORKING HUB 
~ 
631> 
TOTAL COUNT: 
5"" 
639 
SURPLUS PROPERJllltPARTMENT 
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST 
MFG/MAKE MODEL SERIAL II 
GATEWAY 2000 P5166 5236792 
GATEWAY 2000 P5166 4809234 
APPLE APL 1710AV SG5410E935H 
IBM 3116 N9470 
TATUNG CM17MLP MH1934482517 
APPLE PMnOO XB6391M68F9 
ZENITH ZDK8769QT 61SDRAOO0201 
SAG ELECTRONICS PR0200 158896 
DELL 486SX25 11LSC 
HEWLETT PACKARD C3980A/6P USBB246972 
ABSOLUTE COMPUTING 486DX266 364AHF300397 
INTEL P166 C64811340655 
BAY NETWORK BAYSTACK24 SBAYlFOCAI 
COST OF ITEMS TO AUCTION 
TOTAL·COST: 
ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION 
96 
97 
96 
96 
97 
97 
96 
97 
97 
97 
97 
97 
98 
---
2,568.00 
3,878.00 
948.00 
8,132.00 
680.00 
3,080.00 
1,928.00 
6,098.00 
1,453.00 
776.00 
570.00 
1,992.00 
895.00 
',0 7~';'I. O() 
y'~P1, .00 
.OQ 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLBTE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
BEYOND REPAIRS 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
OBSOLETE 
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TO: 
FROM: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
REGENTS' HEALTH SCIENCES COMMITTEE 
FORMB 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to 
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on August 10, 1999. 
APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY: RPM 2.13.2 
REQUESTED ACTION' Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences 
Center Medical Staff . 
PROVISIONAL TO PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS 
ANESTHESIOLOGY 
Sally Fortner, MD 
Lars Helgeson, MD 
EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
David Lindsey, MD 
Steven McLaughlin, MD 
Lorelie Vardanega, MD 
FAMILY & COMM. MEDICINE 
Marisa Huff, NP 
MEDICINE 
Romain Dunn, CNP 
John MacMillan, MD 
Karen Servilla, MD 
1 
PEDIATRICS 
Cynthia Ashby, NP 
Julia Hecht, MD 
LeifNelin, MD 
Brad Raisher, MD 
Patricia Stoker, NP 
PSYCHIATRY 
Robert Croxton, MD 
Marcia Harris, Ph.D. 
RADIOLOGY 
Julie Locken, MD 
RECEIVED 
AUG - 3 1999 
PRESlDffIJ is OFI-ILt 
UNM 
• 
• 
• 
PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENTS 
DERMATOLOGY 
Kenneth Harper, MD - Active 
F AMIL Y & COMM. MEDICINE 
Karen Barnett, CFNP - Assoc. Clinical 
Samuel Hostetter, MD - Active 
Peter Koenigsberg, MD - Active 
Michael Rosenblatt, MD - Active 
Nipa Shah, MD - Active 
MEDICINE 
Jennifer Jernigan, MD - Active 
Thomas Neumann, MD - Active 
Suzanne Pinon, MD - Active 
Karla Thornton, MD - Active 
Joyce Van Dellen, CNP - Assoc. Clinical 
OB/GYN 
Elizabeth Tarrant CNM - Assoc. Clinical 
ORTHOP AEDICS 
J. David Thompson, MD - Active 
PATHOLOGY 
Peter Appenzeller, MD - Active 
Kendall Crooks on, MD - Active 
Henry Hinrichs, DO - Active 
Omar Y ousef, MD - Active 
PEDIATRICS 
Jeffrey Fahl, MD - Active 
James Fisk, MD - Active 
Tricia Romesberg, CNNP - Assoc. Clinical 
SURGERY 
Ellen Call, CFNP - Assoc. Clinical 
*Recommendation is contingent upon a favorable response by the National Practitioner 
DataBank. 
PENDING APPROVAL BY THE REGENTS' HEALTH SCIENCES COMMITTEE: 
August 10, 1999. 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
LJC;J~ 
William C. Gordon, Ph.D. 
President, University of New Mexico 
2 
